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1 IntroductionIn 1985, A. Casson de�ned an integral invariant of integral homology 3-spheresby introducing an appropriate way of counting the SU(2)-representations of theirfundamental groups (see [A-M, M, G-M]). His invariant, and all of its inter-esting original properties, were extended to rational homology 3-spheres (closed3-manifoldsM such that H�(M ;Q) = H�(S3;Q)) by K. Walker in 1988 (see [W]).In [L], I de�ned an extension of the Casson-Walker invariant to all closed oriented3-manifolds from a global surgery formula. Here, we study the following question:How does the so-extended Casson-Walker invariant � of a closed 3-manifold,obtained by gluing two pieces along a surface, depend on the two pieces?Our partial answer is the homogeneous sum formula of Theorem 1.11 below.Since the behaviour of the so-called quantum invariants in these circumstances iscrucial, our sum formula might be used to see how the Casson-Walker invariant�ts in in the framework of topological quantum �elds theories. In particular,it could lead to another understanding of the Murakami relation [Mu] betweenthe Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants and the Casson-Walker invariant. Ourformula may also be applied to generalize a result of Morita [Mo] which measureshow far some functions induced by the Casson invariant on the Torelli group arefrom being homomorphisms (see Corollary 1.6).In order to prove our sum formula we will be led to introduce a (tautologi-cal) extension of the Reidemeister torsion to compact 3-manifolds with arbitraryboundary. The study of this extension, that we call the Alexander function, isperformed in Section 3. This section may be of independent interest and can beread independently.We begin by stating our sum formula for the Walker invariant in Theorem 1.3(it involves less notation in this case and the general formula is its natural exten-sion). In order to state it properly, we list our conventions.Conventions 1.1 � Throughout this paper, all the manifolds are compact andoriented. We use the `outward normal �rst' convention to orient the bound-ary @ of a manifold. The symbol � in front of a manifold reverses itsorientation.� We use the following normalization for the Casson-Walker invariant �. If�W denotes the Walker normalization (see [W]) of his invariant, then� = �W2This is Casson's original normalization of his invariant used in [A-M, M,G-M].� We de�ne a rational homology handlebody (or RHH) as an (oriented,compact) 3-manifold with the same rational homology as a standard handle-body. 2



� We denote by <;>� the intersection form on a surface �.� For a (compact) 3-manifold A with boundary, we denote by LA the kernelof the map: H1(@A;Q) �! H1(A;Q):It is a Lagrangian of (H1(@A;Q); <;>@A), we call it the Lagrangian of A.Note that, if A and B are two 3-manifolds whose connected boundaries are iden-ti�ed by an orientation-reversing homeomorphism, then A [@A B is a rationalhomology sphere if and only if A and B are RHH and LA and LB are transversein H1(@A;Q).De�nition 1.2 Let A and A0 be two connected 3-manifolds whose boundariesare identi�ed via orientation-preserving homeomorphisms with a �xed connectedsurface � and which have the same Lagrangian LA in H1(�;Q).� If both A and A0 are RHH, then the Mayer-Vietoris sequence provides theisomorphism @AA0 : H2(A [� �A0;Q) �! LAchosen so that it maps the homology class of an embedded surface S ofA [� �A0 transverse to @A to the class of S \ @A oriented as the boundaryof S \A.Let [A [� �A0] be the homology class of A [� �A0, let D = [A [� �A0] \ �be the Poincar�e duality isomorphism:D : H1(A [� �A0;Q) �! H2(A [� �A0;Q)The intersection form IAA0 of (A;A0) is de�ned on V3 LA by:IAA0(�1 ^ �2 ^ �3) =(@AA0 �D)�1(�1) [ (@AA0 �D)�1(�2) [ (@AA0 �D)�1(�3)([A [� �A0])� If A or A0 is not an RHH, then we set IAA0 = 0.Now, we can state the main result of the paper for rational homology spheresthat is for the Walker invariant:
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Theorem 1.3 Let � be a closed, connected surface, and let A, A0, B and B0be four RHH such that @A, @A0, �@B and �@B0 are identi�ed via orientation-preserving homeomorphisms with �. Assume that LA = LA0 and LB = LB0inside H1(�;Q) and also assume that LA and LB are transverse (LA \LB = f0gin H1(�;Q)). Let (�1; : : : ; �g) and (�1; : : : ; �g) be two bases for LA and LB,respectively, such that < �i; �j >� is equal to the Kronecker symbol �ij for anyi; j in f1; : : : ; gg. Then Formula E(A;A0; B;B0) below is satis�ed:�(A [� B)� �(A0 [� B)� �(A [� B0) + �(A0 [� B0)= �2 Xfi;j;kg�f1;:::;ggIAA0(�i ^ �j ^ �k)IBB0(�i ^ �j ^ �k)(E(A;A0; B;B0))Remark 1.4. Using the isomorphism iA : LA �! L�B = Hom(LB ;Q) which maps� to (iA(�) =< �; : >�) allows us to write the right-hand side of the equalityabove as: �2 IAA0( 3̂ i�1A )(IBB0)A more elegant expression will be given in Notation 1.8.Remark 1.5. Let (�;LA) be a closed, connected surface equipped with a rationalLagrangian (as above). In [S], D. Sullivan proved that any integral form onV3(H1(�;Z) \ LA) may be realized as a IAA0 for two standard handlebodies Aand A0 with boundary � and Lagrangian LA.The sum formula of Theorem 1.3 may be applied to reduce the computationof a �(A [ B) to the case where A or B is a standard handlebody by choosingstandard handlebodies A0 and B0 with the right Lagrangians. Note that the right-hand side is zero when the genus of � is lower than 3. In particular, in genus 0,for A0 = B0 = B3, the equality is the additivity formula of the Casson-Walkerinvariant under connected sum. The genus one formula, when A0 and B0 are solidtori, is the splicing formula, shown by several authors (see [B-N, F-M]) for theCasson invariant, and generalized by Fujita to the Walker invariant (see [F]). Inthis case, there is a unique way of �lling in A with a solid torus B0 having theright Lagrangian, A0 [B and A0 [B0 are similarly well-determined (starting fromA [ B), and the Walker invariant of the lens space A0 [B0 is a known Dedekindsum.This formula also evaluates how far the functions induced by the Casson-Walker invariant on some subgroups of the mapping class group are from beinghomomorphisms. Let us be more speci�c. Let a rational homology sphere be4



cut into two pieces by an embedding of a surface �, allowing us to write it asA [� B where @A and �@B are identi�ed with � by the (orientation-preserving)homeomorphisms: jA : � �! @A and jB : � �! �@BNote that the datum (A;B) (with the underlying (jA; jB)) is equivalent to thedatum of the rational homology sphere equipped with the embedding of �. Foran (orientation-preserving) homomeorphism f of � which preserves LA and LB ,we de�ne A(f�1) so that A(f�1) is equal to A as a manifold, but @(A(f�1)) isidenti�ed with � by jA � f�1; and we set:A [f B = A(f�1) [� B(= A [� B(f))and �AB(f) = �(A [f B)� �(A [� B)The formula of Theorem 1.3 yields the following corollary.Corollary 1.6 For any two homomeorphisms f and g which preserve LA andLB, �AB(g � f)� �AB(g) � �AB(f) = �2 IAA(f�1)( 3̂ i�1A )(IBB(g))When (the isotopy classes of) f and g are in the Torelli group of � (thatis when they induce the identity on H1(�)), the right-hand side is independentof A and B (but depends on LA and LB), it is a function of the evaluations ofthe Johnson homomorphism at f and g (see [J, Second de�nition, p.170]). Withcompletely di�erent methods (based mainly on Johnson's study of the Torelligroup), S. Morita proved Corollary 1.6 for Heegaard embeddings into integralhomology spheres and homomorphisms of the Torelli group [Mo, Theorem 4.3],but he did not think that it extended to general embeddings [Mo, Remark 4.7].For integral homology spheres, reducing � mod 2 yields the Rohlin �-invariant(see [G-M]). When A [ B is an integral homology sphere, Corollary 1.6 provesthat �AB de�nes a homomorphism from the Torelli group to Z=2Z. These ho-momorphisms were �rst studied by J. Birman and R. Craggs [B-C], they are theso-called Birman-Craggs homomorphisms.To prove Theorem 1.3, we �rst �nd a sequence of simple surgeries on linkstransforming A into A0 and staying among the RHH with Lagrangian LA. Thenwe apply the surgery formula of [L, B-L] to these surgeries and analyse how theinvolved formulae depend on B when B varies among the RHH with boundary�@A and with �xed Lagrangian.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the special typesof surgeries that we need to study, and we reduce the proof to the followingquestion. How do certain derivatives of Alexander polynomials of speci�c links of5



a RHH (A � A [B) depend on B when B varies among the RHH with boundary�@A and with �xed Lagrangian? To answer this type of question, we introduce a(tautological) generalization of the Alexander polynomial to compact 3-manifoldswith boundary, in Section 3. The �rst properties of this Alexander function, alsogiven in Section 3, allow us to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3 in Section 4.In Section 5, we give formulae to describe gluings along non-connected surfaces.Now, we �nish this introduction with the complete statement of our sumformula for the extended Casson-Walker invariant.1.1 Complete statement of the sum formulaIn our general statement, A0 and B0 will be standard handlebodies. It is not hardto see that adding this hypothesis in Theorem 1.3 does not weaken its statement(see Subsection 2.1). We �rst introduce suitable notation.Notation 1.7 (Notation related to handlebodies)Let � be a closed surface of genus g.� A �-system is a system a = (a1; a2; :::; ag) of g simple closed curves on� such that the curves ai are pairwise disjoint and their union does notseparate �.� A �-system z = (z1; : : : ; zg) is said to be geometrically dual to the �-system a, if for any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; gg, ai and zj are transverse, ai \ zjcontains exactly �ij points and < ai; zj >�= �ij (as in Figure 1).Figure 1: � equipped with its two geometrically dual systems a and z� Let L be a Lagrangian of (H1(�;Q);< :; : >�). A (�;L)-system is a �-system whose components have their homology classes in L.� Let a be a �-system, �a denotes the handlebody with oriented boundary �,where the components of a bound 2-disks.� Let A be a compact 3-manifold with boundary �. Let b be a �-system. ThenAb denotes the 3-manifold obtained by gluing thickened 2-disks along the biand �lling in the resulting S2-boundary with a 3-ball (or by �lling in @Awith ��b). The manifold Ab inherits the orientation of A.� Let a and b be two �-systems, then we de�ne�ab = (�a)bapplying the de�nitions above one after the other.6



� Let A be a RHH and let a be a (@A;LA)-system. Then we denote by IAathe form IA(@A)a.Now, we take care of the fact that the right-hand side of the equality of The-orem 1.3 does not make sense anymore when the Lagrangians are not transverse.We �x a genus g surface � and two Lagrangians LA and LB of (H1(�;Q); <;>�).Notation 1.8 � Let L be a Q-vector space of dimension g, and let â be agenerator of Vg L. We de�ne the isomorphismâ\ : k̂ L� �! g�k̂L can= g�k̂L��I 7! â \ Iwhere (â \ I)(J ) = â(I ^ J )(Recall that Vk L� = (Vk L)�, v�1 ^ � � � ^ v�k(w1 ^ � � � ^ wk) = det(v�i (wj)).)� We also denote by <;>� the bilinear form induced on Vk LA � Vk LB by<;>�, for any integer k. (< a1^� � �^ak; b1^� � �^bk >�= det[< ai; bj >�].)Note that the bilinear form de�ned on V3 L�A �V3 L�B by(IA;IB) 7!< â \ IA; b̂ \ IB >�linearly depends on â 
 b̂ 2 Vg LA 
Q Vg LB . In particular, if LA and LB aretransverse, we may rewrite the right-hand side of the equation of Theorem 1.3 as:�2IAA0( 3̂ i�1A )(IBB0) = �2< â \ IAA0 ; b̂ \ IBB0 >�< â; b̂ >�for any generator â
 b̂ of Vg LA
Q Vg LB. For the other cases, we will specify agenerator â
 b̂ of Vg LA 
Q Vg LB.Notation 1.9 Choose two bases a = (a1; :::; ag) and b = (b1; :::; bg) of LA \H1(�;Z) and of LB \H1(�;Z), respectively, satisfying (�):(�) For i = 1; : : : ; d = dim(LA \ LB), ai = bi.(Such bases exist.) Let â denote a1 ^ � � � ^ ag and let b̂ denote b1 ^ � � � ^ bg. Thenour canonical generator of Vg LA 
Q Vg LB is(�;LA;LB) = sign (det ([< ai; bj >�]i;j=d+1;:::;g)) â
 b̂(where sign(x) def= xjxj if x 2 R n f0g).Let a and b be two bases of LA \H1(�;Z) and of LB \H1(�;Z), respectively,which do not necessarily satisfy (�). Then we de�ne sign�(â; b̂) = �1 so that(�;LA;LB) = sign�(â; b̂)â
 b̂in any case. 7



Now, we can generalize Theorem 1.3 for the extension of � described in [L]when A [B is not necessarily a rational homology sphere anymore.Notation 1.10 � If M is a Z-module, we denote by jM j its order, that isits cardinality if M is �nite, and 0 otherwise.� We denote by � the extension denoted by � in [L]. With the current notation,we have the following relation between the two normalizations:� = �jH1(:;Z)jTheorem 1.11 Let � be a closed connected surface. Let A and B be two con-nected 3-manifolds such that @A and �@B are identi�ed with � by orientation-preserving homeomorphisms. Let a be a (�;LA)-system and let b be a (�;LB)-system. Let z be a �-system geometrically dual to a and let y be a (��)-systemgeometrically dual to b. Then �(A [B) is given by Formula F(A; a;B; b) below.�(A [B) =jH1(Az)j�(Ba) + jH1(By)j�(Ab)� jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j�(�ab)�2 jH1(Az)jjH1(By)j sign�(â; b̂) < â \ IAa; b̂ \ IBb >�(F(A; a;B; b))Easy homological considerations performed in Subsection 2.1 show that thisstatement does generalize Theorem 1.3, and that it could be given in an analogousform. The theorem is easily seen as a consequence of the geometrical interpretationof � when the rank of A [ B is larger than one in Subsection 2.2. The rank onecase will follow from the properties of the Alexander function, its proof will becomplete at the end of Section 4.This article partially answers a question of Pierre Vogel. It also bene�ted fromconversations with Steven Boyer, Lucien Guillou, Dieter Kotschick, Daniel Lines,Alexis Marin and Gregor Masbaum. I thank all of them.2 Reducing the proofs to technical lemmasIn all this section, � denotes a closed connected genus g surface equipped withtwo Lagrangians LA and LB of (H1(�;Q); <;>�), we set <;>=<;>�. We call aconnected 3-manifold with boundary � and Lagrangian LA a (�;LA)-manifold.
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2.1 Preliminary remarksLemma 2.1 Let a and b be a (�;LA)-system and a (�;LB)-system, respectively.Let z be a �-system geometrically dual to a and let y be a (��)-system geometri-cally dual to b. If A is a (�;LA)-manifold and if B is a (�;LB)-manifold, thenjH1(A [� B)j = jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j jH1(�ab)jProof. If A and B are RHH,jH1(A [� B)jjH1(Az)j jH1(By)j = �����^gi=1(zAi � zBi ) ^ ^gi=1(aAi � aBi )^gi=1zAi ^ ^gi=1yBi �����= �����^gi=1zAi ^ ^gi=1aBi^gi=1zAi ^ ^gi=1yBi ����� = �����det[< bj ; ai >]det[< bj ; yi >] �����where zAi denotes the class of zi in H1(A;Q), for example, and the exterior prod-ucts are taken in V2gi=1(H1(A;Q)�H1(B;Q)). 2This proves that Theorem 1.3 is a particular case of Theorem 1.11 when A0and B0 are standard handlebodies.Now, assume that LA and LB are transverse. Fix a (�;LA)-RHH A0, and a(��;LB)-RHH B0. Assume that E(A;A0; B;B0) is true for any (�;LA)-RHH Aand for any (��;LB)-RHH) B. Then because of the identity:IAA0 � IA0A0 = IAA0E(A;A0; B;B0) is true for all the (A;A0; B;B0) (such that A and A0 are (�;LA)-RHH and B and B0 are (��;LB)-RHH with the given (�;LA;LB)). We havejust reduced the proof of Theorem 1.3 to the proof of the following statement:Statement 2.2 Let � be a closed connected genus g surface equipped with twotransverse Lagrangians LA and LB of (H1(�;Q); <;>). There exists a (�;LA)-system a and a (�;LB)-system b such that:For any (�;LA)-RHH A and for any (��;LB)-RHH B:�(A [B)� �(Ab)� �(Ba) + �(�ab)= �2 Xfi;j;kg�f1;:::;ggIAa(�i ^ �j ^ �k)IBb(�i ^ �j ^ �k)where (�1; : : : ; �g) and (�1; : : : ; �g) are two bases for LA and LB, respectively,such that < �i; �j >�= �ij for any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; gg.
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Similarly, it is su�cient to prove F(A; a;B; b) for a particular (�;LA)-system aand a particular (�;LB)-system b to get it in any case (for our given (�;LA;LB)).We could also state Theorem 1.11 for any (A;A0; B;B0) such that A and A0 are(�;LA)-manifolds and B and B0 are (��;LB)-manifolds.Until the end of this subsection, A denotes a (�;LA)-RHH equipped witha (�;LA)-system a and a �-system z geometrically dual to a. We study thehomological properties of A once for all.De�nition 2.3 We de�ne the integral Lagrangian LintA of A as the kernel ofi� : H1(@A;Z) �! H1(A;Z)Note that: LintA � Za1 � Za2 � � � � � Zag = LA \H1(@A;Z)Lemma 2.4jTorsion(H1(A))jjTorsion(H1(Aa))j = �����LA \H1(@A;Z)LintA ����� = jH1(Az)jjTorsion(H1(A))jProof. H1(Aa) = H1(A)Za1 � Za2 � : : :� ZagSince the ai are torsion elements of H1(A), the same equality holds for the torsionparts and we have the following short exact sequence:0 �! Za1 � Za2 � : : :� ZagLintA �! Torsion(H1(A)) �! Torsion(H1(Aa)) �! 0which proves the �rst part of the equality.For the second part, we have:H1(Az) = H1(A)Zz1 � Zz2 � : : :� Zzgwhere the rank of H1(A) is g. Hence, if (f1; : : : ; fg) is a basis of Hom(H1(A);Z) =H1(A), then: jH1(Az)j = jTorsion(H1(A))jjdet[fi(zj)]i;j=1;:::;gjChoose a basis (k1; k2; : : : ; kg) of LintA . Using the Poincar�e duality isomorphismbetween H1(A) and H2(A; @A) and the boundary isomorphism from H2(A; @A)to LintA allows us to choose fi as `the algebraic intersection with a surface boundedby ki'. Thus, jH1(Az)j = jTorsion(H1(A))jjdet[< ki; zj >@A]i;j=1;:::;gj10



wherejdet[< ki; zj >@A]i;j=1;:::;gj = jdet[< ki; zj >@A]i;j=1;:::;gjjdet[< ai; zj >@A]i;j=1;:::;gj = �����k1 ^ k2 ^ : : : ^ kga1 ^ a2 ^ : : : ^ ag �����= �����LA \H1(@A;Z)LintA ����� 2The previous lemma implies the following one:Lemma 2.5 The three following assertions are equivalent:1. H1(A;Z) = Zg.2. H1(A; @A) = f0g.3. i� : H1(@A;Z) �! H1(A;Z) is onto.All of them imply: LintA = LA \H1(@A;Z)De�nition 2.6 An RHH A satisfying the assertions of the previous lemma is anintegral homology handlebody.2.2 Proving F(A; a; B; b) when the rank of A [B is larger than 1This case could be (at least as quickly) studied with the methods described in thenext sections. Since it does not require them, we give a geometrical proof of theformula based on the geometrical interpretation of � of [L, Section 1.5] for themanifolds of rank larger than 1. This proof should help feeling the general result(but since it is almost independent of the rest of the paper, this subsection canalso be skipped).For closed 3-manifolds with positive rank (of the H1), we interpret�(M)=jTorsion(H1(M))jas the evaluation of a quadratic form qM de�ned on V�1(M)H2(M ;Q) at a gen-erator of V�1(M)H2(M ;Z). Let us associate qM to M .De�nition 2.7 The linking number of two (oriented) rationally null-homologousdisjoint links in an (oriented, compact) 3-manifold M is the algebraic intersectionnumber of a rational 2-chain bounded by one of them and the other. We denoteit by lkM (; ).De�nition 2.8 Let M be a closed 3-manifold of positive rank. qM is de�ned onV�1(M)H2(M ;Q) as follows.
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If �1(M) = 1, let ~�(M) be the Alexander polynomial of M (the order of the �rsthomology Q[t; t�1]-module of M with local coe�cients inQ[H1(M ;Z)=Torsion] �= Q[t; t�1]normalized so that ~�(M) is symmetric and ~�(M)(1) = 1). qM is de�nedby its value qM (gM ) = ~�(M)"(1)2 � 112at a generator gM of H2(M ;Z).If �1(M) = 2, de�ne qM (�1^�2) so that if �1 and �2 are two elements of H2(M ;Z) �H2(M ;Q) represented by two surfaces S1 and S2 embedded in general posi-tion in M , then qM (�1 ^ �2) = �lk(S1 \ S2; S+1 \ S2)where S1 \ S2 denotes the (oriented) intersection of S1 and S2 and S+1 isa parallel copy of S1. (It is left to the reader to verify that this provides aconsistent de�nition.)If �1(M) = 3, and if D(= [M ]\:) : H1(M ;Q) �! H2(M ;Q) denotes the Poincar�eduality isomorphism, thenqM (�1 ^ �2 ^ �3) = �(D�1(�1) [D�1(�2) [D�1(�3))[M ]�2If �1(M) � 4, then qM = 0Proposition 2.9 (see [L, Section 1.5]) Let M be a closed 3-manifold of positiverank, and let gM denote a generator of V�1(M)H2(M ;Z), then�(M) = jTorsion(H1(M))jqM (gM )Let A be a (�;LA)-manifold and let B be a (��;LB)-manifold. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence allows us to split H2(A [B;Z) asH2(A [B) = H2(A)�H2(B)�LintA \ LintB (2.10)(this is not canonical).Proposition 2.11 F(A; a;B; b) is true when neither A nor B is a RHH.Proof. Proposition 2.9 and Equation 2.10 make clear that �(A[B) must be zeroin this case. 2For symmetry reasons, we may assume that B is a RHH from now on. So dowe. 12



Notation 2.12 Recall that B is a RHH and that A is a 3-manifold such that@A and �@B are identi�ed with the connected surface �. We denote by d thedimension of LA \ LB, we set � def= �1(A [ B) and we assume � � 1. Wechoose a (�;LA)-system a and a (�;LB)-system b such that ai = bi for i =1; : : : ; d. We also choose a (��)-system y geometrically dual to b and a �-systemz geometrically dual to a such that yi = �zi for i = 1; : : : ; d. We use the followingnotation: < â; b̂ >>d= det ([< ai; bj >�]i;j=d+1;:::;g)Lemma 2.13 Under the hypotheses of (2.12),jTorsion(H1(A [B))j =jTorsion(H1(Az))j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>d j �����LA \ LB \H1(@A;Z)LintA \ LintB ������2Proof. First note that the possible free part in H1(A; @A) may be isolated in thishomology computation. So, we assume without loss, that A and B are RHH.Unglue A [ B along the regular neighborhood in � of the wedge of the zi, i =1; : : : ; d, joined by paths to a basepoint. Then �ll in the obtained manifold witha handlebody with meridians the zi , i = 1; : : : ; d, to obtain a closed 3-manifoldM . As in the proof of Lemma 2.1,jH1(M)jjH1(Az)j jH1(By)j = �����^gi=1(zAi � zBi ) ^ ^di=1zAi ^ ^gi=d+1(aAi � aBi )^gi=1zAi ^ ^gi=1yBi ����� = j < â; b̂ >>d jNow, according to Lemma 2.4,jH1(M)jjTorsion(H1(A [B))j = �����LA \ LB \H1(@A;Z)LintA \ LintB �����2 2Lemma 2.14 Under the hypotheses of (2.12), for i = 1; : : : ; d, let Ai denotethe homology class of a rational 2-cycle of A [ B whose intersection with A hasboundary ai and let (�d+1; : : : ; ��) denote a basis of H2(A;Z). Then�(A [B) =jTorsion(H1(Az))j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>d j qA[B (A1 ^ � � � ^Ad ^ �d+1 ^ � � � ^ ��)Proof. �(A [B)jTorsion(H1(A [B))j= qA[B  �����LA \ LB \H1(@A;Z)LintA \ LintB �����A1 ^ � � � ^Ad ^ �d+1 ^ � � � ^ ��! 2Now, we assume � > 1. Let us get rid of the case where A is not a RHH.13



Proposition 2.15 F(A; a;B; b) is true when A (or B) is not a RHH and A[Bhas rank larger than one.Proof. In this case, the formula to be shown is�(A [B) = jH1(By)j�(Ab)that isqA[B (A1 ^ � � � ^Ad ^ �d+1 ^ � � � ^ ��) = qAb (A1 ^ � � � ^Ad ^ �d+1 ^ � � � ^ ��)Since A is not a RHH all the involved intersections take place inside A. Thisconcludes the case where � is larger than 2. Thus, the only thing to see is that,when � = 2, the involved linking number does not depend on the (��;LB)-RHHB. Since this linking number can be viewed as the intersection number of one ofthe links (� A) and a rational 2-chain of A cobounded by the other link and anelement of LB, it is indeed independent of B. 2Proposition 2.16 F(A; a;B; b) is true when A and B are RHH and A [ B hasrank larger than one.Proof. From now on A and B are RHH (in addition to the previous hypotheses).So, d = �. The case d � 4 is clear because all of the terms in the formula arezero, and we are left with the cases d = 2 and d = 3.If d = 3, �(A [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>3 j = qA[B(A1 ^A2 ^A3)= (IAa � IBb)(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)2and the conclusion is easy.Here, we open a parenthesis to note that we have just proved the followinglemma which will be used later:Lemma 2.17 Let A and B be two genus 3 RHH such that @A and �@B areidenti�ed and such that LA = LB inside H1(@A;Q). Let a be a (@A;LA)-systemand let z be a @A-system geometrically dual to a. Then�(A [@A B) = jH1(Az)j jH1(Bz)j(IAa � IBa)(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)2End of parenthesis.If d = 2, choose a nonzero integer n such that nai (represented as n parallelcopies of ai) bounds properly embedded surfaces SAi and SBi in A and B, respec-tively, for i = 1, 2. For C = A or B, de�ne JC as the (oriented) intersectionSC1 \ SC2 and KC as its parallel (SC1 )+ \ SC2 . Then�(A [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>2 j14



= 1n4 qA[B(SA1 [ �SB1 ^ SA2 [ �SB2 )= �1n4 lkA[B(JA [ JB ;KA [KB)= �1n4 �lkA[B(JA;KA) + lkA[B(JB ;KB) + 2 lkA[B(JA; JB)�Again, note that lkA[B(JA;KA) = lkAb(JA;KA) and that J��b is (or may bechosen) empty. This proves:�(A [B)j(H1(Az))j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>2 j + �(�ab)j < â; b̂ >>2 j� �(Ab)j(H1(Az))j j < â; b̂ >>2 j � �(Ba)jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>2 j= �2n4 lkA[B(JA; JB)We are now left with the proof of the following lemma:Lemma 2.18 1n4 lkA[B(JA; JB) = 1< â; b̂ >>2 < â \ IAa; b̂ \ IBb >�Proof of the lemma. First note that1n2 [JA] = gXi=3 IAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ ai)zAiin H1(A;Q) where zAi = gXj=3 < â; b̂( zibj ) >>2< â; b̂ >>2 bAjHere, for a curve x of � � A[B, xA denotes its parallel insideA, and< â; b̂( zibj ) >>2denotes the determinant of the matrix of the < ak; bl >k;l=3;:::;g where bj is re-placed by zi. This determinant is in fact the cofactor of (i; j) in < â; b̂ >>2.In H1(B;Q), we have:1n2 [JB ] = gXj=3IBb(a1 ^ a2 ^ bj)yBjSince, for a curve y of �, lkA[B(bAj ; y) =< y; bj >�, we have:1n4 lkA[B(JA; JB) = gXi=3 gXj=3 < â; b̂( zibj ) >>2< â; b̂ >>2 IAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ ai)IBb(a1 ^ a2 ^ bj)
15



This concludes the proof of the lemma 2and the proof of the proposition. 2We have proved that Formula F(A; a;B; b) is true as soon as the rank of A[Bis larger than one. For the other cases, we will use surgeries.2.3 About surgeriesLet C be a compact 3-manifold (possibly with boundary) equipped with a linkL = (Ki)i2N=f1;:::;ng (in its interior). Assume that each component Ki of L isequipped with a parallel �i. Then L = (Ki; �i)i2N=f1;:::;ng is said to be an integralsurgery presentation in C, and the manifold �C(L) obtained by surgery onL � C is de�ned as: �C(L) = CnT (L) [@T (L) nai=1D�i � S1where T (L) is a tubular neighborhood of L, D�i is a 2-disk and @(D�i � S1) isglued with @(T (Ki)) by a homeomorphism which maps @(D�i � f1g) to �i.If C is a rational homology sphere, the linking matrix of L is the symmetricmatrix E(L) = [lk(Ki; �j)]i;j=1;:::;nNote the following standard lemma:Lemma 2.19 Let L = (Ki; �i)i2N=f1;:::;ng be an integral surgery presentation ina rational homology sphere R, thenjH1(�R(L))jjH1(R)j = jdet(E(L))jProof. H1(RnL) has rank n andH1(�R(L)) = H1(RnL)Lni=1 Z�iTherefore, if mi denotes the meridian of Ki,jH1(�R(L))jjH1(R)j = ���� �1 ^ : : : ^ �nm1 ^ : : : ^mn ���� = jdet(E(L))jwhere the exterior products are to be taken inn̂ (H1(RnL)
Z Q) = n̂ H1(RnL;Q)(Here, we use the following de�nition of the linking number (equivalent to De�ni-tion 2.7): The linking number lk(Ki; �j) of Ki and �j is de�ned by the conditionthat �j is rationally homologous to lk(Ki; �j)mi in H1(RnKi;Q) which is gener-ated by the meridian mi of Ki.) 2
16



2.4 Sketching the proof of the theorem for rational homologyspheresWe sketch the proof of Statement 2.2 which has been shown to be equivalent toTheorem 1.3 that is the theorem for rational homology spheres.Hypotheses 2.20 Let � be a surface of genus g. Let LA and LB be two trans-verse Lagrangians of (H1(�;Q); <;>). Choose a (�;LA)-system a and a �-systemz = (z1; : : : ; zg) geometrically dual to a.Choose a (@A;LB)-system b = (b1; :::; bg) such that:i > j =) < ai; bj >= 0Let A be a (�;LA)-RHH.Consider the oriented link (Ki; Zi) = (f�1g�ai; f�2g�zi) in a regular neigh-borhood [�3; 0] � @A of @A in A.Figure 2: (K1; Z1), (K2; Z2), . . . in AEquip Ki with a parallel �Ki lying on f�1g � @A and Zi with a parallel�Zi lying on f�2g � @A to obtain the framed link Li = ((Ki; �Ki); (Zi; �Zi)) inA. De�ne A(i) as the RHH obtained from A(i�1) by surgery on Li, inductively,starting with A(0) = A.Note that the surgeries on the Li do not a�ect @A. Note also the easy lemma:Lemma 2.21 All the A(i) are (�;LA)-RHH. Furthermore, if B is a (��;LB)-RHH, then jH1(A(i) [B)j = jH1(A [B)j.Proof. It is clear that LA(i) = LA. To prove that A(i) is a RHH, it su�ces to knowthat A(i) [B = A(i) [� B is a rational homology sphere for some (��;LB)-RHHB. We prove this.Since �Ki is rationally null-homologous in A(i�1)nKi, lk(Ki; �Ki) = 0 inA(i�1)[B, and sinceKi is rationally homologous to the meridian of Zi, lk(Ki; Zi) =1. Thus, the linking matrix of Li has the formE(Li) =  0 11 lk(Zi; �Zi) !(in A(i�1) [B) and because of Lemma 2.19,jH1(A(i) [B)j = jH1(A(i�1) [B)j = jH1(A [B)jSo, the A(i) satisfy the same hypotheses as A does. 2Assume the following lemma which will be proved later.17



Lemma 2.22 For any (�;LA)-RHH A and for any (��;LB)-RHH B,(�(A(1) [B)� �(A [B))� (�(A(1)b )� �(Ab))= X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�1 ^ �j ^ �k)where aj also denotes its own homology class, and the �j are the elements of LBde�ned by: < aj ; �k >�= �jk for any j; k 2 f1; : : : ; gg.Applying Lemma 2.22 to (A(i�1); ai;Li) (instead of (A; a1;L1)) yields:(�(A(i) [B)� �(A(i�1) [B))� (�(A(i)b )� �(A(i�1)b ))= X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2 IA(i�1)a (ai ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�i ^ �j ^ �k) (2.23)where IA(i�1)a (ai ^ aj ^ ak) may be seen as the intersection number in A(i�1) ofthree rational 2-chains with respective boundaries ai, aj and ak.� On the one hand, the surgery from A to A(i�1) has been performed on knotsparallel to @A, which, when projected on @A, do not intersect the aj forj � i. Therefore:If j � i and k � i, then:IA(i�1)a (ai ^ aj ^ ak) = IAa(ai ^ aj ^ ak)� On the other hand, if j < i, aj bounds a 2-disk in A(i�1) (a meridian of thesolid torus which replaces the tubular neighborhood of Kj in the performedsurgery). Therefore:If j < i or if k < i, then: IA(i�1)a (ai ^ aj ^ ak) = 0Thus, Equation 2.23 is equivalent to(�(A(i) [B)� �(A(i�1) [B))� (�(A(i)b )� �(A(i�1)b ))= X(j;k)2fi;i+1;:::;gg2 IAa(ai ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�i ^ �j ^ �k)The sum of these equations for i = 1; : : : ; g is equivalent to:(�(A(g) [B)� �(A [B))� (�(A(g)b )� �(Ab))= 2 Xfi;j;kg�f1;2;:::;ggIAa(ai ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�i ^ �j ^ �k) (2.24)
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Now, note that A(g) is the connected sum of �a and a rational homology sphereM. (This connected sum is performed in the interior of �a.) Thus, A(g) [ B =Ba]M , A(g)b = �ab]M , and the additivity of � under connected sum allows us toconclude the proof of Statement 2.2, and thus the proof of Theorem 1.3, assumingLemma 2.22.2.5 Finishing the reduction of the case of rational homology spheresto `the �rst main lemma'In this subsection, we reduce the proof of Lemma 2.22 to `the �rst main lemma'(Lemma 2.28). Let us �rst partially state the surgery formula of [L, T2, Section1.5].Theorem 2.25 For any positive integer n, there exists a function Fn of symmet-ric matrices of order n with rational coe�cients and with nonzero determinantsuch that: For any integral n-component surgery presentation L = (Ki; �i)i2N=f1;:::;ngin a rational homology sphere R, if �R(L) is a rational homology sphere, then�(�R(L))� �(R) = XfI;I�N;I 6=;g det(E(LNnI ))det(E(L)) �(LI)jH1(R)j + Fn(E(L))where � denotes the derivative of the several-variable Alexander polynomial de-scribed in [L, De�nition 1.4.1] or in Section 3, De�nition 3.19 below, and, for asubset I of N, LI denotes the surgery presentation LI = (Ki; �i)i2I .(Fn is explicitly described in [L].)Let us now apply Theorem 2.25 to compute (�(A(1) [B)� �(A[B)) and seehow it depends on B, when B varies among the (��;LB)-RHH.We have the following lemmas:Lemma 2.26 If J and K are two knots in A, their linking number does notdepend on B.Proof. Indeed, lk(J;K) is the coordinate of the homology class of K inH1((A [B)nJ ;Q) = QmJ = H1(AnJ ;Q)i�(LB)with respect of the meridian mJ of J . 2Lemma 2.27 If the components of a link L in A are rationally null-homologousin A, then �(L)jH1(A[B)j does not depend on B.
19



Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 3.17 (with De�nition 3.19of �) which will be proved in Section 3. (It could also be proved without theAlexander function.) 2Recall from the proof of Lemma 2.21 thatE(L1) =  0 11 lk(Z1; �Z1) !(where lk(Z1; �Z1) does not depend on B by Lemma 2.26).Putting all together, we obtain:(�(A(1) [B)� �(A [B))� (�(A(1)b )� �(Ab))= ���((K1; Z1) � A [B)jH1(A [B)j � �((K1; Z1) � Ab)jH1(Ab)j �The conclusion of the proof of Lemma 2.22 is now given by the followinglemma, which is the �rst main lemma of the paper:Lemma 2.28 Under the hypotheses 2.20, for any (��;LB)-RHH B,�((K1; Z1) � A [B)jH1(A [B)j � �((K1; Z1) � Ab)jH1(Ab)j= � X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�1 ^ �j ^ �k)where aj also denotes its own homology class, �k 2 LB, and < aj ; �k >= �jk forany j; k 2 f1; : : : ; ggTo prove this lemma, we will associate to each RHH B a function AB suchthat: If B is embedded in a link exterior E, the Alexander series of the linkonly depends on EnB and AB. The function A will be de�ned in Section 3 as atautological generalization of the Alexander polynomial to RHH. It will be calledthe Alexander function. The properties that we will derive for the Alexanderfunction in Section 3 will allow us to see how �(K1; Z1) depends on B, whenB varies among (��;LB)-RHH, and to prove our �rst main lemma (2.28) inSection 4.2.6 Reducing the proof of F(A; a; B; b) when the rank of A [ B isone to `the second main lemma'This subsection �nishes the reduction of the proof of Theorem 1.11 to the twomain lemmas whose proofs rely on similar arguments. This reduction is verysimilar, too. Thus, the reader is advised to avoid reading this subsection, writtenfor the sake of completeness.
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Proposition 2.29 F(A; a;B; b) is true when LA and LB are transverse and whenthe rank of A [B equals one.Proof. For symmetry reasons, we may assume that B is a RHH, and that A isnot (H2(A) �= Z). The equality to be shown is:�(A [B) = jH1(By)j�(Ab)In this case, A is obtained by surgery on a null-homologous knot K in a RHHA0, with respect to its preferred parallel. (To get A0 and K, choose a knot Cof A intersecting a closed embedded surface generating H2(A) once transversally,equip C with one of its parallels, say �, perform surgery on (C;�) to get A0 fromA, and call K the core of the surgery torus.) Applying the surgery formula of [L,T2, Section 1.5] yields:�(A [B) = �(K � A0 [B)� jH1(A0 [B)j24Lemma 2.27 implies that: �(A [B)jH1(A0 [B)j = �(Ab)jH1(A0b)jAnd since, according to Lemma 2.1,jH1(A0 [B)j = jH1(By)j jH1(A0b)jwe are done. 2Reducing the proof of F(A; a;B; b) when A and B are RHH and whenthe rank of A [B equals one to the `second main lemma'Hypotheses 2.30 Again, we �x (�;LA;LB). Here, we assume that LA\LB hasdimension one. We also �x a (�;LA)-system a, a (�;LB)-system b, a �-systemz geometrically dual to a, and a (��)-system y geometrically dual to b such thata1 = b1 and y1 = �z1. (As it has been noticed in Subsection 2.1, we do not losegenerality with this choice.)For a (�;LA)-RHH A, we consider the surgery presentation Z in A made ofthe knot z1 equipped by with one of its parallels on � pushed together inside A.(The underlying knot Z of Z is f�2g � z1 as in Figure 2.) We denote by AC themanifold �A(Z) and we denote by K the core of the surgery torus.Applying the surgery formula of [L, T2, Section 1.5] yields:�(A [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j = �(K � AC [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j � jH1(AC [B)j24jH1(Az)j jH1(By)jfor any (��;LB)-RHH B. 21



Since, according to Lemma 2.1, jH1(AC [ B)j = 24jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j does notdepend on the (��;LB)-RHH B, F(A; a;B; b) will follow from the equality:�(K � AC [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j � �(K � (AC)b)jH1(Az)j � �(K � �Ca [B)jH1(By)j + �(K � (�Ca )b)= �2 sign�(â; b̂) < â \ IAa; b̂ \ IBb >� (2.31)For k = 2; : : : ; g, let �k 2 LB be de�ned (up to a multiple of a1) so that < aj; �k >= �jk for any j. Then̂a
 b̂ =< â; b̂ >>1 (â
 b1 ^ �2 ^ � � � ^ �g)where < â; b̂ >>1def= det[< ai; bj >i;j=2;:::;g]Referring to Notation 1.9, we may rewrite the right-hand side of Equation 2.31 as�j < â; b̂ >>1 j X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(a1 ^ �j ^ �k)We have reduced the proof of Theorem 1.11 (to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and)to the proof of our second main lemma:Lemma 2.32 Under the hypotheses (2.30), for any (�;LA)-RHH A and for any(��;LB)-RHH B, �(K � AC [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>1 j =�(K � (AC)b)jH1(Az)j j < â; b̂ >>1 j + �(K � �Ca [B)jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>1 j � �(K � (�Ca )b)j < â; b̂ >>1 j� X(j;k)2f2;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(a1 ^ �j ^ �k)where �k 2 LB satis�es < aj ; �k >= �jk for any j, for any k > 1.Thus, we are left with the proofs of Lemma 2.27 (easy) and with the proof ofthe main lemmas (2.28 and 2.32) to �nish proving the results announced in theintroduction.
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3 The Alexander functionDe�nition 3.1 De�ne the genus g(A) of a connected compact oriented 3-manifoldA with boundary as: g(A) = 1� �(A) (= 1� 12�(@A))In this section, we present a topological invariant of connected compact ori-ented 3-manifolds with boundary and with non-negative genus. We call thisinvariant the Alexander function owing to the fact that it is a straightforwardgeneralization of the Alexander polynomial or equivalently the Reidemeister tor-sion. The main goal of this presentation is to provide a nice environment in whichto investigate the properties of the normalized Alexander polynomials, and, inparticular, to prove our main lemmas (2.28 and 2.32).We de�ne the Alexander function in Subsection 3.1. Next, we discuss its basicproperties. The statements of these are often longer than their proofs, and thereader is advised to read them briey. The �rst interesting property (10) of theAlexander function is given in the last subsection of this section. This propertyis crucial for our concerns. Its proof uses most of the previous properties.Throughout this section, A denotes a connected compact oriented 3-manifoldwith non-empty boundary and with non-negative genus g = g(A).Notation 3.2 We denote by �A the group ring:�A = Z � H1(A;Z)Torsion(H1(A;Z))�Recall that �A = Mx2 H1(A)Torsion Z exp(x)as a Z-module and that its Z-bilinear multiplication law is given by:If x; y 2 H1(A)Torsion , exp(x)exp(y) = exp(x+ y)We use the notation exp(x) to denote x when viewed in �A to remind this multipli-cation law. Note that the units of �A are its elements of the form exp(x 2 H1(A)Torsion)called the positive units, and its elements of the form �exp(x 2 H1(A)Torsion) calledthe negative units. We use the symbol := to mean `equals up to a multiplicationby a positive unit of �A'.The maximal free abelian covering of A is denoted by ~A and the covering mapfrom ~A to A by pA. We �x a basepoint ? in A. H1( ~A; p�1A (?);Z) is a �A-module.We denote it by HA.
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3.1 De�nitionThe Alexander function AA of A is a �A-linear functionAA : ĝ HA �! �Awhich is de�ned up to a multiplication by a unit of �A. It is de�ned as follows:Take a presentation of HA over �A with (r + g) generators 1; : : : ; r+g and rrelators �1; : : : ; �r (which are �A-linear combinations of the i). Let û = u1^ : : :^ug be an element of VgHA.Then AA(û) is de�ned by the following equality:�̂ ^ û = AA(û)̂ (3.3)where �̂ = �1 ^ : : : ^ �r, ̂ = 1 ^ : : : ^ r+g, the ui are represented as com-binations of the j , and the exterior products in Equation 3.3 are to be taken inVr+g �Lr+gi=1 �Ai�.Proof of well-de�nedness.That, for a �xed presentation of de�ciency g of HA, �̂ ^ û is a well-de�nedmultiple of ̂ comes from the fact that two �A-linear combinations of the jrepresenting ui di�er by a combination of relators.That the Alexander functions associated to two di�erent presentations of HAdi�er by a multiplication by a unit of �A comes from the following facts:� If the rank of HA is larger than g, the Alexander function associated to anypresentation with de�ciency g of HA is zero (the rank being the dimensionover the �eld of fractions Q(�A) of �A of HA 
�A Q(�A)).� Otherwise, two presentations with de�ciency g of HA are obtained one fromthe other by a �nite number of operations of the following types. (See [L,Lemma A.2.21].)Renumbering the generators.Changing the basis of the relators. (That is performing a �A-isomor-phism on the system of relators.)Stabilizing the presentation by adding a generator, say 0, together witha relator which is the sum of 0 and a combination of the previousgenerators.Unstabilizing that is, doing the inverse operation (when possible).And each of these operations multiplies the Alexander function by a unit of�A.
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Last but not least, let us add that HA has a presentation of de�ciency g over�A. Indeed, (a strong deformation retract of) A has a cellular decomposition withthe basepoint as its only 0-cell, (g+ r) 1-cells and r 2-cells (such a decompositionmay be obtained by Morse theory, it will be called a good cellular decompositionof A). Then the associated cellular �A-equivariant complex provides the requiredpresentation. 2Remark 3.4. About the basepoint. So far, A is a topological invariant of thepairs (A; ?) up to homotopy equivalence of pairs (connected compact oriented3-manifold with boundary and with non-negative genus, basepoint). (Homotopyequivalences provide identi�cations between the involved �'s and H's.) However,changing the location of the basepoint ? of A does not a�ect the homotopy equiv-alence class of (A; ?). Thus, A may be considered as an invariant of A. But weneed a reference basepoint that we may choose anywhere we want in A.From now on, we �x a preferred lift ?0 of ? in ~A.Notation 3.5 The choice of ?0 provides a natural isomorphism between H0(p�1A (?)) =�A[?0] and �A. We denote by @ the boundary map from HA to H0(p�1A (?)) com-posed with this isomorphism.3.2 First propertiesThe �rst property of A is that it is a straightforward generalization of the Reide-meister torsion. Namely, we have:Property 1 (Relation to the Reidemeister torsion) If A is a link exterior,then for any element u of HA,AA(u) := �@(u)�(A)Proof. Note that g(A) = 1 in this case. Compare with the de�nition of [T]. 2It is worth noting that Property 2 below shows that the Reidemeister torsionis well-de�ned by Property 1 (in the �eld of fractions of �A, up to units of �A).Notation 3.6 Let v = (v1; : : : ; vs) 2 HsA, let u 2 HA, then v̂ denotes v1^ : : :^vs,and v̂( uvi ) denotes v̂ where the argument vi has been replaced by u, that is:v̂( uvi ) = v1 ^ : : : ^ vi�1 ^ u ^ vi+1 ^ : : : ^ vsProperty 2 Fix a normalization of AA, then for any v = (v1; : : : ; vg) 2 HgA, forany u 2 HA, gXi=1 @(vi)AA(v̂( uvi )) = AA(v̂)@(u)25



Proof. We extend all the coe�cients to the �eld of fractions Q(�A) of �A, assumethat the system of relators used to de�ne AA is free, (otherwise AA is zero) andconsider the linear map: fu : ĝ HA �! Q(�A)v1 ^ : : : ^ vg 7! gXi=1 @(vi)AA(v̂( uvi ))Our goal is to compute fu for a �xed u. We only need to evaluate fu at a nonzero v̂.Thus, we assume that the vi together with the relators of the de�ning presentationP of HA form a Q(�A)-basis of the Q(�A)-vector space freely generated by thegenerators of P . In this case, AA(v̂( uvi ))=AA(v̂) is the vi-coordinate of u withrespect of this basis, and fu(v̂) = AA(v̂)@(u). 2Notation 3.7 We denote by " the (Z-linear) augmentation morphism:" : �A �! Zexp�x 2 H1(A)Torsion� 7! 1Property 3 For any û = u1 ^ : : : ^ ug 2 VgHA,"(AA(û)) = � ����� H1(A;Z)Lgi=1ZpA�(ui) �����Proof. Assume, for simplicity, that the presentation P used to de�ne AA comesfrom a good cellular decomposition of A (as in Subsection 3.1). This makes clearthat mapping its coe�cients from �A to Z via " transforms P into a presenta-tion of H1(A;Z). Adding the pA�(ui) as relators next yields a presentation ofH1(A;Z)=Lgi=1 ZpA�(ui). 2Notation 3.8 Since H1(A;Z)=Torsion is a subgroup of H1(A;Q), �A is a subringof ~�A def= Z[H1(A;Q)]If we are given a basis, say X = fx1; : : : ; xkg, of H1(A;Q), we have anothernatural inclusion:  X : ~�A ,! Q[[x1; : : : ; xk]]exp�X�ixi� 7! exp �X�ixi�Here, Q[[x1; : : : ; xk]] is the ring of formal series in the xi (seen as variables) overQ, and we expand the exponential as usual. These inclusions associate a seriesto any element of �A.
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The order of the series associated to an element S of �A by the process abovewill be called the order of S. (The order of a nonzero series is the degree ofits term with lowest degree and the order of 0 is +1.) It does not depend onthe chosen basis. (A linear change of variables on its variables can only make itbigger or equal.) It will be denoted by O(S).If P and Q belong to �A, and if k is an integer, then we use the notation:P = Q+O(k)to say that: O(P �Q) � kProperty 4 For any û = u1 ^ : : : ^ ug 2 VgHA,O(AA(û)) � dim H1(A;Q)Lgi=1QpA�(ui)!Proof. Let k = dim� H1(A;Q)Lgi=1QpA�(ui)�. We may assume that the generators1; : : : ; g+r of the presentation P of HA used to de�ne AA satisfy:1. (pA�(1); : : : ; pA�(k)) is a Z-basis ofH1(A;Z)Lgi=1 ZpA�(ui)Torsion(easily obtained by stabilizations).2. For i > k, pA�(i) is a torsion element ofH1(A;Z)Lgi=1 ZpA�(ui)(easily obtained by a �A-isomorphism on the generating system).As in the proof of Property 3, adding to P the ui as relators and mapping allthe new-relator coe�cients to Z via " yields a Z-presentation ofH1(A;Z)=Lgi=1ZpA�(ui).So, if u is a relator of P or a ui, its j-coordinate is mapped to 0 by ", for j � k,and thus has order at least 1. Now, the result follows from the standard propertiesof the order function. 2Convention 3.9 When c is an oriented curve in A, c will also denote the homol-ogy class it carries. If furthermore c is based at ?, then depending on the context,c will also denote its own class in �1(A; ?) or the class of the preferred lift of cstarting at ?0 in ~A.
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The behaviour of A under gluing (thickened) 2-cells on the boundary (oradding 2-handles) may be described as follows.Property 5 Let � = (�1; : : : ; �k) be a family of k, (k < g) simple closed ori-ented curves pairwise disjoint on @A. Let A� be the manifold obtained by gluing(thickened) 2-disks along the �i. Let�� : �A �! �A�be the morphism induced by the inclusion of A into A�. Assume that the �i areequipped with paths connecting them to ?. ThenAA� := ���(AA(�1 ^ �2 ^ : : : ^ �k ^ :))Warning: Unfortunately, when the boundary of the manifold A� is a sphere,by Notation 1.7, A� also denotes the closed manifold obtained from the currentone by �lling it in with a 3-ball. It should be clear though from the contextwhether the considered manifold must have a boundary or not. (If we computeits Alexander function, it must, and if we compute its Walker invariant, it mustnot.)Proof. Assume (without loss of generality) that the presentation P of HA usedin the de�nition of AA is given by a good cellular decomposition of A. Addingthe 2-cells with boundaries the �i to this decomposition of A yields a cellulardecomposition of A� and thus a presentation P� of HA� (with the right de�ciency).P� is obtained from P by letting �� act on the coe�cients of the relators of P andby adding the �i as new relators. 2Remark 3.10. About the possible spherical components of the boundary. If @Acontains a sphere, then AA is zero unless @A is a sphere. If @A is a sphere,AA = �jH1(A;Z)j.Proof. Indeed, if @A strictly contains a sphere, this sphere is part of a goodcellular decomposition of A and AA is zero. Now, assume that @A is a sphere.g(A) = 0. If H1(A;Z)=Torsion is trivial, then the augmentation morphism " isan isomorphism, and the statement comes from Property 3. Otherwise, �lling inA with a 3-ball, and next removing a solid torus -intersecting a closed embeddedsurface of A exactly along one of its meridian disks- from A gives a knot exteriorB. If m denotes the boundary of the meridian disk mentioned above, then Bm ishomeomorphic to A. Therefore, AA = AB(m) by Property 5 above, where AB(m)is zero by Property 1. 2Let us now formalize the behaviour of the Alexander function under connectedsum along the boundary. Let A and B be two connected compact 3-manifolds withnon-negative genus equipped with basepoints on their respective boundaries. LetDA � @A be a disk containing the basepoint of A in its interior, and let DB � @B
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be a disk containing the basepoint of B in its interior. These data allow us toform the following connected sum A]@B of A and B:A]@B = A [DA��DB B(gluing DA and DB so that the basepoints match together). This connected sumdepends on the connected components of the boundaries of A and B where thebasepoints were located. Note thatH1(A]@B)Torsion = H1(A)Torsion � H1(B)Torsionand hence that: �A]@B = �A 
Z �B and HA]@B = (HA 
Z �B) � (HB 
Z �A)Thus, we can see �A as the subset �A
 1 of �A]@B and HA as the subset HA
 1of HA]@B . The same is true for B.Property 6 Let h and k be two integers such thath+ k = g(A]@B) = g(A) + g(B)Let û = u1 ^ : : : ^ uh 2 VhHA and let v̂ = v1 ^ : : : ^ vk 2 VkHB.If (h; k) 6= (g(A); g(B)), then AA]@B(û ^ v̂) = 0.We can assume that AA]@B, AA and AB are normalized so that:If (h; k) = (g(A); g(B)), then AA]@B(û ^ v̂) = AA(û)
AB(v̂)Proof. For C = A or B, consider a presentation�C1 ; : : : ; Cr(C)+g(C); �C1 ; : : : ; �Cr(C)�of HC over �C de�ning AC = �̂C ^ :̂CTaking all the Ci , for C = A and B, as generators and all the �Ci as relators (withcoe�cients in �A]@B containing �C) yields a �A]@B-presentation of HA]@B whichallows us to de�ne AA]@B by:Let ŵ = w1 ^ : : : ^ wg(A)+g(B) be an element of VgHA]@B . Split ŵ as ŵ =ŵ�g(A) ^ ŵ>g(A) with ŵ�g(A) = w1 ^ : : : ^ wg(A) and ŵ>g(A) = wg(A)+1 ^ : : : ^wg(A)+g(B). Then AA]@B(ŵ) = �̂A ^ ŵ�g(A) ^ �̂B ^ ŵ>g(A)̂A ^ ̂B :Applying this de�nition to compute AA]@B(û ^ v̂) gives the result. 2The following statement asserts that replacing a RHH which is embedded in Aand rationally null-homologous there by another such with the same Lagrangianmultiplies the Alexander function by a rational number.We denote by i� any map induced by an obvious inclusion.29



Property 7 Let � be a closed surface equipped with a Lagrangian LB, with a(�;LB)-system b, with a �-system y geometrically dual to b, and with a basepoint? which will be shared with all the other mentioned manifolds. Let C be a compact3-manifold whose boundary strictly contains � such that:1. E def= C [� ��b has non-negative genus.2. i� : H1(��b;Q) �! H1(E;Q) is zero.Let B denote any (��;LB)-RHH. De�neEB = C [� BThen1. H1(EB)Torsion , and hence, �EB and p�1EB(C) do not depend on B.2. On Vg(E)H1(p�1E (C); p�1E (?);Z), we have:AEB � g(E)^ i� := �jH1(By)jAE � g(E)^ i�Proof. Since H1(EB ;Q) = H1(C;Q)=LB is independent of B, i�(H1(B;Z)) is inthe torsion of H1(EB ;Z). Thus, we get the isomorphismH1(C)H1(�)Torsion �! H1(EB)Torsionand H1(EB)Torsion is independent of B.Remove a regular neighborhood of an arc, properly embedded in C, joining �to another component of @C, from C. Denote by C 0 the manifold resulting fromthis operation. Let �0 = � \ C 0. (�0 is obtained from � by removing a smalldisk.) Thus, (after a retraction) EB = C 0 [�0 BIf x is a curve of �, xB will denote x viewed in B while xC denotes x viewed in C 0.We consider the family � of curves of @(C 0]@B) (the connected sum identifying adisk of �0 � @C 0 with its image on �@B)� = (bC1 (bB1 )�1; � � � ; bCg (bBg )�1; yC1 (yB1 )�1; � � � ; yCg (yBg )�1)where g = g(�). With the notation of Property 5, we may write EB asEB = (C 0]@B)�and according to this property,AEB := ���(AC0]@B(bC1 � bB1 ^ � � � ^ bCg � bBg ^ yC1 � yB1 ^ � � � ^ yCg � yBg ^ :))30



Expand this expression, use Property 6 and note that, since i�(H1(B;Z)) is inthe torsion of H1(EB ;Z), the restriction of ��(AB) toĝ H1(p�1EB (@B); p�1EB (?)) = ĝ (H1(@B)
 �EB )is jH1(By)j b1 ^ � � � ^ bg ^ :b1 ^ � � � ^ bg ^ y1 ^ � � � ^ ygThis makes clear that on Vg(E)H1(p�1E (C); p�1E (?);Z), we have:AEB � g(E)^ i� := �jH1(By)j��(AC0(b1 ^ � � � ^ bg ^ :))and we are done. 23.3 Further properties of the Alexander function of a RHHFrom now on, we assume that A is a RHH equipped with two @A-systems, a andz, z being geometrically dual to a (as in Figure 1).We assume that the basepoint ? of A is on @A, and we join the ai and the zito ? as indicated in Figure 3. We denote by �i the oriented boundary of the genus1 subsurface of @A containing both ai and zi pictured in Figure 3. We write:� = (�1; �2; : : : ; �g). Figure 3: @A cut along the �iNote that we have in �1(A; ?):�i = ziaiz�1i a�1i (3.11)and: �1�2 : : : �g = 1 (3.12)Hence, in HA, gXi=1(exp(zi)� 1)ai + gXi=1(1� exp(ai))zi = 0 (3.13)Notation 3.14 To these data, we associate the oriented link L in the closedmanifold Az with meridians the zi, with longitudes the ai and with exterior A�n�g .If Az is a rational homology sphere, thenH1(A;Q) = gMi=1Qzi31



and we denote by  L the injection of ~�A = Z[H1(A;Q)] into Q[[z1; : : : ; zg]].The images of the positive units of ~�A under  L are called the exponentialunits of Q[[z1; : : : ; zg]] (because they are the elements of the form exp(�) for theQ-linear combinations � of the zi). In Q[[z1; : : : ; zg]], the notation := will mean`equals up to a multiplication by an exponential unit'.We can re�ne the relation of AA to the Reidemeister torsion of A�n�g given byProperties 1 and 5 into the following signed comparison of AA and the normal-ized Alexander series D of [L, Section 2.2] for several-component links (for whichD(L) := � L( �(Az n L) = �(A�n�g ) ) ).Property 8 [or De�nition] With the notation above, if Az is a rational homol-ogy sphere, and if g > 1, then for any j; k 2 f1; : : : ; gg,D(L) := sign("(AA(ẑ))) L0@AA(�̂( zj�k ))@(zj) 1Awhere �̂ = �1 ^ �2 ^ : : : ^ �g. (See also Notation 3.6.)Proof. The proof is nothing but a careful comparison of the two normalizations.2Here, we take Property 8 as a de�nition (up to exponential units) of theAlexander series of oriented links in oriented rational homology spheres. (Notethat any such link L can be obtained in this way where A is the complement ofa regular neighborhood of the union of L and paths joining the components of Lto a point. Note also that Property 2 applied to A�n�k proves that D(L) does notdepend on j while Equation 3.12 proves that it does not depend on k.)To conclude the normalization it su�ces to make D satisfy its well-knownsymmetry property (see [L, Section A.3]), that is:D(L) = (�1)gD(L) (3.15)where the overlining replaces zi by �zi in Q[[z1; : : : ; zg]]. To make D(L) �-symmetric, we sometimes have to multiply it by the image under  L of a positiveunit of Z �12 H1(A)Torsion� � ~�A:Property 8 also gives a de�nition in the case of knots, but does not de�ne agenuine series anymore because it has a pole at zero. In [L], another de�nitionhad been set in this case in order to always get a genuine series and in order to�t in with the usual de�nition of one-variable Alexander polynomials.Convention 3.16 Here, we take Property 8 as the de�nition of D(L) up to ex-ponential units in any case, that is even if g = 1. The normalization of D is next�xed by Equation 3.15. If g = 1, then D(L) belongs to z�11 Q[[z1; : : : ; zg]].32



Lemma 3.17 Let A be a RHH. Let L be an oriented link in A such that thecomponents of L are rationally null-homologous in A. Let LB be a Lagrangian of(H1(@A;Q); <;>) transverse to LA. Then the ratioD(L � A [@A B)jH1(A [@A B)jis the same for all the (�@A;LB)-RHH B.Proof. It is a direct corollary of Property 7 together with the de�nition of D givenby Property 8. Here are the details.Denote bymi the meridian of the componentKi of L. Connect the componentsof L together in A to see L as part of a graph �(L) homotopic to the wedge ofthe components of L (as in Figure 4). Denote by C the exterior of �(L) in A. Let�i be the boundary of the part of @C intersecting `the' tubular neighborhood ofKi. The de�nition of D(L � A[B) given by Property 8 (where A is replaced byC [B) says:D(L � A [B) := sign("(AC[B(m̂))) L�A[B 0@AC[B(�̂(mj�k ))@(mj) 1A (3.18)Since LA and LB are transverse, H1(C[B;Q) is the Q-vector space generatedby the mi. Since the components of L are rationally null-homologous in A, theydo not algebraically link the curves of @A. Thus, i�(H1(@A;Q)) is null in H1(C [B;Q) and H1(C [B;Z)Torsion = H1(C;Z)i�(H1(@A;Z))TorsionWith this identi�cation,  L�A[B : �C[B �! Q[[m1; : : : ;mn]] does not depend onB. Property 7 implies that if B and B0 are two (�@A;LB)-RHH, thenAC[B0(�̂(mj�k )) := "(AC[B0(m̂))"(AC[B(m̂)) AC[B(�̂(mj�k ))Making the D(L) (de�ned by Equation 3.18) �-symmetric and placing theminto this equality concludes the proof. 2We recall the de�nition of the �-coe�cient.De�nition 3.19 With the current homogeneous de�nition of D(L) (Convention 3.16),�(L) is the coe�cient of Qgi=1 zi in D(L).Remark 3.20. Why this de�nition �ts in with the de�nition of [L]. De�nition 3.19is exactly the same as the one given in [L, De�nition 1.4.1] for several-componentlink. The current de�nition of the Alexander series D(K) of a knot K in a33



rational homology sphere M with meridian m is related to the de�nition usedin [L, De�nition 2.2.2, Bridge 2.1.1] of its Alexander polynomial �(K) by:D(K)(m) = �(K)(exp(m))exp( 12OM (K)m)� exp(� 12OM (K)m)where OM (K) def= jH1(M)jjTorsion(H1(MnK))j . Since �(K)(1) = jTorsion(H1(MnK))j and�0(K)(1) = 0, the �rst terms of D(K) may be written as:D(K)(m) =OM (K)m �jTorsion(H1(MnK))j + �"(K)(1)2 m2 +O(3)� 1� m224OM (K)2 +O(4)!= jH1(M)jm + �12OM (K)�"(K)(1) � jH1(M)j24OM (K)2�m+O(2)Thus, De�nition 3.19 of � also �ts in with [L, De�nition 1.4.1] for knots. 2From now on, we furthermore assume that a is a (@A;LA)-system.In this case the ai are the preferred longitudes of the components of L whichdo not link each other algebraically, and Property 8 can be rewritten as follows:Property 9 With the notation of (3.14), for any j; k 2 f1; : : : ; gg,D(L) :=  L  sign("(AA(ẑ))) Qgi=1(exp(zi)� 1)(exp(zj)� 1)(exp(zk)� 1)AA(â( zjak ))! 2Corollary 3.21 If g � 2, for any j; k 2 f1; : : : ; gg,AA(â( zjak )) = sign("(AA(ẑ)))�(L)zjzk +O(3)Proof. As a consequence of the study of the �rst terms of the Alexander seriesperformed in [L, Proposition 2.5.2], we get:D(L) = �(L) gYi=1 zi +O(n+ 2)Compare with Property 9 above. 2Remark 3.22. This corollary together with Property 4 gives a proof that the�-coe�cient of a rational homology unlink (that is a link whose components arepairwise algebraically unlinked in a rational homology sphere) with at least 4components is zero.
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3.4 A nice property of the Alexander functionThis subsection is devoted to the proof of the following property which will becrucial for our concerns.Property 10 There exists � = �1 such that, for any (A; a; z), where A is aRHH, a is a (@A;LA)-system and z is a @A-system geometrically dual to a :AA(ẑ(ajzk )) = "(AA(ẑ))� gXi=1 IAa(ai ^ aj ^ ak)(exp(zi)� 1) +O(2)Remark 3.23. The order one part of AA(ẑ(ajzk )) does not depend on the way inwhich the curves of a and z are joined to the basepoint. Indeed, changing theway of joining a curve w to the basepoint replaces it by a curve ~w such that:~w = twt�1 in �1(A), and hence ~w = exp(t)w + (1� exp(w))t in HA.For w = aj, 1 � exp(w) = 0, thus, AA(ẑ(ajzk )) is multiplied by an exponentialunit and its order one part is unchanged. For w = zi; i 6= k, a term of the form(1 � exp(zi))AA(aj ^ û) may be furthermore added to AA(ẑ(ajzk )), but, since theorder of this term is at least 2, the order one part of AA(ẑ(ajzk )) still remainsunchanged.Proof of Property 10. First note that Property 10 is clear for g = g(A) = 1 byProperty 1 and for g = 2 by Corollary 3.21. (In these cases, the right-hand sideof the equality is zero.) Assume the following lemma (Property 10 for g = 3) forthe moment:Lemma 3.24 There exists a unique � = �1 such that, for any (A; a; z), whereA is a genus 3 RHH, a is a (@A;LA)-system and z is a @A-system geometricallydual to a, we haveAA(ẑ(ajzk )) = "(AA(ẑ))� 3Xi=1 IAa(ai ^ aj ^ ak)(exp(zi)� 1) +O(2)Now, let g be any integer larger than 3. Applying the restriction property (5)and the genus 3 result for Az0 , to subsets z0 of (g�3) curves of z (with zj; zk =2 z0)concludes the proof assuming Lemma 3.24. 2Lemma 3.24 is the consequence of the two following lemmas.Lemma 3.25 For any (A; a; z), where A is a genus 3 RHH, a is a (@A;LA)-system and z is a @A-system geometrically dual to a, there exists a rational numberJ (A; a; z) such that:AA(ẑ(ajzk ))sign("(AA(ẑ))) = 3Xi=1 (ai ^ aj ^ ak)(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)J (A; a; z)(exp(zi)� 1) +O(2)
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Lemma 3.26 There exists a unique � = �1 such that, for any (A; a; z), whereA is a genus 3 RHH, a is a (@A;LA)-system and z is a @A-system geometricallydual to a, we have J (A; a; z) = � jH1(Az)j IAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)where J (A; a; z) is de�ned by the lemma above.Proof of Lemma 3.25. Assume, without loss of generality, that AA has beennormalized so that "(AA(ẑ)) > 0.We �rst prove the lemma for j = k, that is, for any k:AA(ẑ(akzk )) = O(2) (3.27)Assume without loss of generality that k = 1. Then by the restriction property 5and by Corollary 3.21, �z2(AA(ẑ(a1z1 ))) and �z3(AA(ẑ(a1z1 ))) must be at least oforder 2. So must be AA(ẑ(a1z1 )).Property 2 implies that(exp(z1)� 1)AA(ẑ(ajz1 )) + (exp(z2)� 1)AA(ẑ(ajz2 )) + (exp(z3)� 1)AA(ẑ(ajz3 )) = 0(3.28)This together with Equation 3.27 yields:(exp(z1)� 1)AA(ẑ(a2z1 )) + (exp(z3)� 1)AA(ẑ(a2z3 )) = O(3)In particular, we can de�ne a rational number J (A; a; z) such that:AA(ẑ(a2z3 )) = J (A; a; z)(exp(z1)� 1) +O(2)and Lemma 3.25 is true with this number when j = 2.Equation 3.13, which becomes(exp(z1)� 1)a1 + (exp(z2)� 1)a2 + (exp(z3)� 1)a3 = 0here, implies:(exp(z1)� 1)AA(ẑ(a1zk )) + (exp(z2)� 1)AA(ẑ(a2zk )) + (exp(z3)� 1)AA(ẑ(a3zk )) = 0(3.29)This gives the result for fj; kg = f1; 3g. We are now left with the case (k = 2; j 2f1; 3g) which follows from Equation 3.28. 2Now, we start proving Lemma 3.26 by proving the following lemma.Hypotheses 3.30 Let (A; a; z) be a genus 3 RHH equipped with a (@A;LA)-system a and a @A-system z geometrically dual to a, let L be the link of Az, withmeridians the zi as in Notation 3.14. Let (A0; a0; z0; L0) satisfy the same hypothesesas (A; a; z; L). 36



Lemma 3.31 Under the hypotheses above,jH1(Az)j jH1(A0z0)j�IAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)� IA0a0 (a01 ^ a02 ^ a03)�2= jH1(A0z0)j �(L � Az) + jH1(Az)j �(L0 � A0z0)� 2J (A; a; z)J (A0; a0; z0)Proof.Notation 3.32 Under the hypotheses (3.30), we construct the manifold M =A [ �A0 by gluing A and �A0 along their boundaries so that after the gluing,ai = a0i and zi = z0i. We denote by pi the oriented parallel of the knot zi of Mlying on @A. Let R be the rational homology sphere obtained from M by surgeryon ((zi; pi)i=1;2;3) and let Ci � R be the core of the ith surgery torus. OrientCi so that pi is its oriented meridian. Let C be the link C = (C1; C2; C3) in R,(Mn(zi)i=1;2;3 = RnC).Lemma 3.31 is the consequence of the following results of two di�erent com-putations of �(C).Sublemma 3.33�(C) = jH1(A0z0)j�(L � Az) + jH1(Az)j�(L0 � A0z0)� 2J (A; a; z)J (A0; a0; z0)Sublemma 3.34�(C) = jH1(A0z0)j jH1(Az)j�IAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)� IA0a0 (a01 ^ a02 ^ a03)�2Proof of Sublemma 3.33. We look at the exterior of C in R as the exterior E ofthe link of the zi in M that we construct as follows: Start with A and A0, each ofthem being equipped with its basepoint and its �i as in Figure 3. Glue a disk of@A intersecting the curves drawn in Figure 3 at the basepoint together with itsimage on - @A0 in order to obtain A]@�A0. Consider the collection � of the curvesof A]@ � A0: �4 = �0�11 �1, �5 = �0�12 �2, �1 = z1z0�11 , �2 = z2z0�12 , �3 = z3z0�13 .With the notation of Property 5:E = (A]@ �A0)�Thus, according to Property 5 and Property 8 (applied to (A]@ �A0)�1�2�3),D(C) := sign("(AA]@�A0(�1 ^ �2 ^ �3 ^ ẑ))) C��1�2�3 �AA]@�A0(�̂ ^ z3)@(z3) � (3.35)with �̂ = �1 ^ : : :^ �5 and ẑ = z1 ^ z2 ^ z3. (Since both �4 and �5 are oriented asthe boundaries of the genus one subsurfaces of @((A]@ �A0)�1�2�3) correspondingwith the knots C1 and C2, we have the right sign in Equation 3.35.)Note that ��1�2�3 identi�es exp(zi) and exp(z0i) in �A]@�A0 . From now on, wesee ��1�2�3(�A]@�A0), �A and �A0 as subsets of Q[[z1; z2; z3]]. In particular, in(HA]@�A0)
��1�2�3 Q[[z1; z2; z3]], we have:37



�1 = z1 � z01�2 = z2 � z02�3 = z3 � z03�4 = (exp(z1)� 1)(a1 � a01)�5 = (exp(z2)� 1)(a2 � a02)Thus, we can rewrite Equation 3.35 as:D(C)(exp(z3)� 1)(exp(z1)� 1)(exp(z2)� 1)sign("(AA]@�A0(�1 ^ �2 ^ �3 ^ ẑ))):= ��1�2�3 �AA]@�A0(z1 � z01 ^ z2 � z02 ^ z3 � z03 ^ a1 � a01 ^ a2 � a02 ^ z3)� (3.36)Now, we refer to Property 6 and assume that AA]@�A0 is normalized so thatif û 2 V3HA and if v̂ 2 V3HA0 , thenAA]@�A0(û ^ v̂) = AA(û)AA0(v̂)and that AA and AA0 are normalized so that "(AA(ẑ)) and "(AA0(ẑ0)) are positive.In particular, "(AA]@�A0(�1 ^ �2 ^ �3 ^ ẑ)) = "(AA]@�A0(ẑ ^ ẑ0)) is positive.So, expanding the exterior product with the usual rules transforms Equation 3.36into D(C)(exp(z3)�1)(exp(z1)�1)(exp(z2)�1) (3.37):= AA(z1 ^ z2 ^ z3)AA0(a01 ^ a02 ^ z03)+ AA(a1 ^ a2 ^ z3)AA0(z01 ^ z02 ^ z03)� AA(z1 ^ a2 ^ z3)AA0(a01 ^ z02 ^ z03)� AA(a1 ^ z2 ^ z3)AA0(z01 ^ a02 ^ z03)+ AA(z1 ^ a1 ^ z3)AA0(a02 ^ z02 ^ z03)+ AA(a2 ^ z2 ^ z3)AA0(z01 ^ a01 ^ z03)Corollary 3.21 and Lemma 3.25 allow us to write the right-hand side of Equa-tion 3.37 at order 2 as�jH1(A0z0)j�(L � Az) + jH1(Az)j�(L0 � A0z0)� 2J (A; a; z)J (A0; a0; z0)� z23+O(3)and it su�ces to apply De�nition 3.19 of � to conclude the proof of Sublemma 3.33.2Proof of Sublemma 3.34. M is obtained by surgery with null coe�cients onC = (C1; C2; C3) � R and C is a rational homology unlink (the longitude of Ci38



which is the meridian of zi is rationally null-homologous inMn(zi)i=1;2;3 = RnC ).So, according to the theorem of [L, Section 1.5],�(M) = �(C)On the other hand, according to Lemma 2.17 (and the fact that IA0a0 = I(�A0)a0),�(M) = jH1(A0z0)j jH1(Az)j�IAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)� IA0a0 (a01 ^ a02 ^ a03)�2 2This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.31 2Sublemma 3.34 also yields the following lemma.Lemma 3.38 Under Hypotheses 3.30,�(L) = jH1(Az)jIAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)2Proof. If A' is the standard handlebody with meridians a01; a02; a03, then L = Cand IA0a0 (a01 ^ a02 ^ a03)2 = 0. 2So, we can rewrite Lemma 3.31 as:Lemma 3.39 Under Hypotheses 3.30,jH1(Az)j jH1(A0z0)jIAa(a1 ^ a2 ^ a3)IA0a0 (a01 ^ a02 ^ a03) = J (A; a; z)J (A0; a0; z0)2Now, look at the following example of a genus 3 RHH. Consider the graph �Bin S3 made of the borromean rings R1; R2; R3 each of them being attached byan edge to the basepoint as in Figure 4. Denote by AB the exterior of (a regularneighborhood of) �B in S3. Denote by aBi the longitude of Ri and by zBi themeridian of Ri as in Figure 4.Figure 4: �B, the aBi and the zBiLemma 3.40 The number � = IABaB (aB1 ^ aB2 ^ aB3 )J (AB; aB; zB)is well-de�ned and is equal to �1.
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Proof. AB satis�es jH1(ABzB)j = 1 andIABaB (aB1 ^ aB2 ^ aB3 )2 = 1(because ABaB is �S1�3, for example). Thus, applying Lemma 3.39 with (A; a; z) =(A0; a0; z0) = (AB; aB; zB) yieldsJ (AB; aB; zB) = �1;and proves the lemma. 2Proof of Lemma 3.26. We �x the number � de�ned by Lemma 3.40 and applyLemma 3.39 to any (A; a; z) as in the statement of Lemma 3.26 and to (A0; a0; z0) =(AB; aB; zB). 2This concludes the proof of Property 10 and this subsection. 2Remark 3.41. We could compute � = 1 explicitly from its de�nition given byLemma 3.40, but it is not useful here.4 Proof of the two main lemmas4.1 Proving Lemma 2.28We prove Lemma 2.28. To do it, we �x a RHH A, we �x a rational Lagrangian LBtransverse to LA in (H1(@A;Q);< :; : >@A), we let B vary among the (�@A;LB)-RHH, and we try to see how �((K;Z) = (K1; Z1) � (A[B)) depends on B (withthe link ((K1; Z1) � A) de�ned in Hypotheses 2.20).We denote the intersection form <;>@A simply by <;>. We �x a (@A;LA)-system a, a @A-system z geometrically dual to a, and a (@A;LB)-system b =(b1; :::; bg) such that: i > j =)< ai; bj >= 0We denote by F(LB) any coe�cient which depends only on our �xed data.With this additional notation, Lemma 2.28 is obviously equivalent to the followinglemma that we are about to prove :Lemma 4.1 Under the above hypotheses,�((K;Z) � A [B)jH1(A [B)j =X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2�IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�1 ^ �j ^ �k) + F(LB)where �k 2 LB is de�ned so that < aj ; �k >= �jk for any j; k 2 f1; : : : ; gg.40



To prove Lemma 4.1, we �rst express the Alexander series of (K;Z) = (K1; Z1)in terms of the Alexander functions of A and B. B is a subset of the exterior E of(K;Z). Retracting A onto A minus a regular neighborhood of its boundary whichcontains (K;Z) allows us to see A as another part of E. These inclusions providecanonical maps from �A and �B to �E that we see as a subset of Q[[mK ;mZ ]]where mK and mZ denote the variables corresponding to the meridians of K andZ, respectively. AA (respectively AB) denotes AA (respectively AB) followed bythe previous canonical morphisms. AA and AB take their values in Q[[mK ;mZ ]].AA and AB are normalized so that:AA(ẑ) = jH1(Az)j+O(2) (4.2)and, AB(â) = jH1(Ba)j+O(2) (4.3)Lemma 4.4 Let C def= fai; zj ; i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ggg. Denote by P the set of thesubsets u of g elements of C n fa1g. The complement C n u of such an u isdenoted by v. Both u and v are assumed to be equipped with an arbitrary orderallowing us to write u = fu1; : : : ; ugg, v = fv1; : : : ; vgg, û = u1 ^ u2 : : : ^ ug andv̂ = v1 ^ v2 : : : ^ vg.Then the Alexander series D(K;Z) is given, up to exponential units, by:D(K;Z) := �Xu2P AA(û)AB(v̂) û ^ v̂ẑ ^ âProof. Denote by aBi and zBi the respective images of ai and zi under the gluinghomeomorphism on @B.Reconstruct E as follows. Start with A and B disjoint. Glue a disk of @Aintersecting a and z at the basepoint, together with its image on @B in order toobtain A]@B. Consider the collection �0 of curves of @(A]@B): �i = zi(zBi )�1,�i+g = aBi a�1i , for i = 2; : : : ; g. With the notation of Property 5, (A]@B)�0 is thecomplement of a regular neighborhood of the subsurface �1 of @A bounded by �1containing a1. In this manifold which is naturally embedded in E, we may see themeridians of K and Z as mK = (zB1 )�1z1 and mZ = aB1 a�11 , respectively. (SeeFigure 5.) Figure 5: Around �1 in (A]@B)�0Attaching to (A]@B)�0 a 2-cell with boundary�1 = (zB1 )�1z1aB1 �(zB1 )�1z1��1 (aB1 )�1
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representing (�) the boundary of the tubular neighborhood of K in E provides astrong deformation retract of E. (Indeed, only a ring of @A remains unattachedand the core of this ring is Z.) Let �0 be the collection of curves f�1 [�0g. Thus,E = (A]@B)�0 , and, according to Properties 1 and 5 of the Alexander function:�(E) := ���0  AA]@B(�̂0 ^ aB1 )@(aB1 ) !Set �g+1 = aB1 and �̂ = �1 ^ �2 ^ : : : ^ �2g.�(E) := ���0  AA]@B(�̂)@(aB1 ) !In HA]@B 
��0 �E, �i = zi � zBi and �i+g = aBi � ai, for i = 2; : : : ; g while�1 = exp(�zB1 )(exp(aB1 )� 1)(zB1 � z1) + (exp(z1 � zB1 )� 1)aB1Thus, in V2gi=1(HA]@B 
��0 �E):�̂ := �(exp(aB1 )� 1) ĝi=1(zi � zBi ) ^ aB1 ^ ĝi=2(aBi � ai)Now, Property 6 of the Alexander function allows us to writeD(K;Z) := �Xu2P AA(û)AB(v̂) û ^ v̂ẑ ^ â 2Notation 4.5 If � is a series, and if n is an integer, On(�) denotes the degreen part of �. Note that O0(A) = "(A).Lemma 4.6 With the chosen normalizations (4.2, 4.3) of AA and AB, the nor-malization of D(K;Z) has the following form:D(K;Z) = �exp(w)Xu2P AA(û)AB(v̂) û ^ v̂ẑ ^ âfor a w independent of the (�@A;LB)-RHH B (so that exp(w) = F(LB)).Proof. The study of the �rst terms of the Alexander series performed in [L,Proposition 2.5.2] implies in particular thatO0(D(K;Z)) = �jH1(A [B)jThus, the normalization equations 4.2 and 4.3 allow us to replace the � by � inthe statement of Lemma 4.4. So, if we set:42



~D(K;Z) = �Xu2P AA(û)AB(v̂) û ^ v̂ẑ ^ âthere exists w 2 QmK �QmZ such that: D(K;Z) = exp(w) ~D(K;Z).Now, we compute w and we prove that it is independent of B. To be symmet-ric, D(K;Z) must satisfy O1(D(K;Z)) = 0. Thus, w is determined by:O1( ~D(K;Z)) +O0( ~D(K;Z))w = 0where O0( ~D(K;Z)) = �jH1(Az)jO0(AB(â)). According to Property 4 of theAlexander function, if u contains more than one element of the collection a, then:O(AA(û)) � 2Since the chosen normalizations of the Alexander functions prevent u = z fromcontributing to O1( ~D(K;Z)), we getO1( ~D(K;Z)) = X(i;j)2f1;:::;gg2;j 6=1O1(AA(ẑ(ajzi )))O0(AB(â( ziaj )))where: O0(AB(â( ziaj )))O0(AB(â)) = < â( ziaj ); b̂ >< â; b̂ >(Recall that < â; b̂ >= det[< ai; bj >]i;j=1;:::;g. â( ziaj ) is de�ned as in 3.6.)All these equations together givew = O10@ X(i;j)2f1;:::;gg2;j 6=1 < â( ziaj ); b̂ >< â; b̂ > AA(ẑ(ajzi ))jH1(Az)j 1ATherefore, w is independent of B. 2Let u be a curve of @A. In H1(@A;Q), we have:u = gXi=1 uaiai + gXi=1 ubibiLet uB be the same curve on @B � E. In H1(E;Q) = QmK �QmZ , we have:uB = ua1mZ = < u; b1 >< a1; b1 >mZ (4.7)Now, let uA denote uB pushed on f�3g � @A in A [ B (through (K,Z)). InH1(E;Q) = QmK �QmZ , we have:uB � uA =< u; a1 > mK + < u; z1 > mZ43



Thus: uA =< a1; u > mK + � < u; b1 >< a1; b1 > � < u; z1 >�mZ (4.8)We denote the partial derivatives inQ[[mK ;mZ ]] evaluated at (mK = 0;mZ =0) by @@mK and @@mZ . With this notation:Lemma 4.9 Let � be the number de�ned in the statement of Property 10,�(K;Z)jH1(A [B)j = � X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak) @@mZ 0@AB(â( zkaj ))jH1(Ba)j 1A+ F(LB)Proof. By de�nition,�(K;Z)jH1(A [B)j = @2@mK@mZ  �exp(w)Xu2P AA(û)jH1(Az)j AB(v̂)jH1(Ba)j û ^ v̂ẑ ^ â!Since Equation 4.7 implies that AB takes its values in Q[[mZ ]], this equationmay be rewritten as:�(K;Z)jH1(A [B)j = �Xu2P @@mK  exp(w) AA(û)jH1(Az)j! @@mZ  AB(v̂)jH1(Ba)j! û ^ v̂ẑ ^ â�Xu2P @2@mK@mZ  exp(w) AA(û)jH1(Az)j! O0(AB(v̂))jH1(Ba)j û ^ v̂ẑ ^ â (4.10)Since exp(w) = F(LB), and, since for any u 2 P ,O0(AB(v̂))jH1(Ba)j = O0(AB(v̂))O0(AB(â)) = < v̂; b̂ >< â; b̂ > = F(LB)we can rewrite Equation 4.10 as:�(K;Z)jH1(A [B)j = �Xu2P @@mK  exp(w) AA(û)jH1(Az)j! @@mZ  AB(v̂)jH1(Ba)j! û ^ v̂ẑ ^ â +F(LB)Now, Property 4 of the Alexander function implies that the terms where ucontains more than one curve of a have at least order 2 and thus may be droppedfrom the sum of the right hand-side. The term where u = z may also be droppedbecause of the chosen normalization of AB (see Equation 4.3). Then the remainingû are of the form ẑ(ajzk ). Since the order of the corresponding terms is at leastone, we may drop w and �nd: �(K;Z)jH1(A [B)j =44



X(j;k)2f1;:::;gg2;j 6=1 @@mK  AA(ẑ(ajzk ))jH1(Az)j ! @@mZ 0@AB(â( zkaj ))jH1(Ba)j 1A+ F(LB)We conclude the proof by computing @@mK  AA(ẑ( ajzk ))jH1(Az)j ! with the help of Equa-tion 4.8 and Property 10 which imply:AA(ẑ(ajzk ))jH1(Az)j = � gXi=1 IAa(ai ^ aj ^ ak)(< a1; zi > mK + c(zi)mZ) +O(2) 2Thus, to prove Lemma 4.1, we are left with the proof of the following lemma:Lemma 4.11 For any (j; k) 2 f1; : : : ; gg2,@@mZ 0@AB(â( zkaj ))jH1(Ba)j 1A = � IBb(�1 ^ �k ^ �j) + F(LB)where, for any k 2 f1; : : : ; gg, �k is the element of LB de�ned so that < aj; �k >= �jk for any j 2 f1; : : : ; gg.Lemma 4.11 will be proved once we have proved the two following sublemmas:Sublemma 4.12@@mZ 0@AB(â( zkaj ))jH1(Ba)j 1A = � X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >< â; b̂ >< a1; b1 >IBb(b1 ^ bh ^ bi)+F(LB)Sublemma 4.13 In V3 LB,X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >< â; b̂ >< a1; b1 > b1 ^ bh ^ bi = �1 ^ �k ^ �j 2Proof of Sublemma 4.12. We equip b with a geometrically dual @B-system y =(y1; : : : ; yg) (independent of B):< bi; yj >@B=< yj; bi >= �ijComputing AB(ŷ( bhyi ))Property 10 implies that:AB(ŷ(bhyi )) = "(AB(ŷ))� gXs=1IBb(bs ^ bh ^ bi)(exp(ys)� 1) +O(2)
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Here: "(AB(ŷ)) = "(AB(â))< ŷ; b̂ >< â; b̂ > = jH1(Ba)j< â; b̂ >and the image of exp(ys) in �E is exp �<ys;b1><a1;b1>mZ = �1s<a1;b1>mZ�. (See Equa-tion 4.7.) Thus, we have the following equationAB(ŷ(bhyi )) = jH1(Ba)j�< a1; b1 >< â; b̂ >IBb(b1 ^ bh ^ bi)mZ +O(2) (4.14)Introducing more notation for the proofTo compute O1 �AB(â( zkaj ))� with the help of Equation 4.14, we �rst expressthe ai and the zi, as Q[[mZ ]]-combinations of the bj and the yj in HE. We write,for a curve t of @B based at ?, in HE:t = gXj=1 << t;�yj >> bj + gXj=1 << t; bj >> yjWe denote the �E-coordinates of t by << t; : >> to remind that"(<< t; : >>) =< t; : >@A=< t; : >Note that these coordinates (when written in Q[[mZ ]]) do not depend on B. Ifu = fu1; : : : ; ugg is a subset of fai; zig, and if v = fv1; : : : ; vgg is a subset offbi; (�yi)g, << û; v̂ >> denotes the determinant:<< û; v̂ >>= det[<< ui; vj >>]i;j=1;:::;gComputing O1(AB(ŷ))With the chosen normalization of AB (see Equation 4.3), we have:0 = O1(AB(â))= O1 �<< â; b̂ >> AB(ŷ)�+ X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2O1 �<< â; b̂(�yhbi ) >> AB(ŷ(bhyi ))�So,O1(AB(ŷ)) = � X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â; b̂(�yhbi ) >< â; b̂ > O1 �AB(ŷ(bhyi ))�+ jH1(Ba)jF(LB)Computing O1(AB(â( zkaj )))
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O1(AB(â(zkaj ))) = O1  << â(zkaj ); b̂ >> AB(ŷ)!+ X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â(zkaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) > O1 �AB(ŷ(bhyi ))�= � < â(zkaj ); b̂ > X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â; b̂(�yhbi ) >< â; b̂ > O1 �AB(ŷ(bhyi ))�+X(h;i) < â(zkaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) > O1 �AB(ŷ(bhyi ))�+ jH1(Ba)jF(LB)= �jH1(Ba)j X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 c(h; i; j; k)< â; b̂ >< a1; b1 >IBb(b1 ^ bh ^ bi)mZ+jH1(Ba)jF(LB)with: c(h; i; j; k) = < â(zkaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) > � < â( zkaj ); b̂ >< â; b̂ > < â; b̂(�yhbi ) >= < â0BB@zk � <â( zkaj );b̂>aj<â;̂b>aj 1CCA ; b̂(�yhbi ) >= < â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >To justify the last equality, observe that:zk � �k = gXj=1 < â( zkaj ); b̂ >< â; b̂ > ajand that < â( aiaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >= 0 if i 6= j. 2Proof of Sublemma 4.13. Since the two forms < :; zk > and < :; �k > are the sameon LA, we have: �k = gXs=1 < â; b̂( zkbs ) >< â; b̂ > bs (4.15)To compute < â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >, we replace �k by this expression, and nextdrop all the bs for s 6= h, because for them < â( bsaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) > is zero. (The jth
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row of the underlying matrix is zero.) Thus, we get:< â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >= < â; b̂( zkbh ) >< â; b̂ > < â(bhaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) > (4.16)Observe that < â(bhaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >=< â; b̂(zjbi ) >because both sides are the cofactor of the term (s; t) = (j; i) in the matrix[< as; bt >]s;t=1;:::;g. Thus, we can rewrite Equation 4.16 as follows:< â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >= < â; b̂( zkbh ) >< â; b̂( zjbi ) >< â; b̂ >So, in V2 LB, we have: X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >< â; b̂ > (bh ^ bi)= 0@ gXh=1 < â; b̂( zkbh ) >< â; b̂ > bh1A ^0@ gXi=1 < â; b̂( zjbi ) >< â; b̂ > bi1AHence, according to Equation 4.15:X(h;i)2f1;:::;gg2 < â(�kaj ); b̂(�yhbi ) >< â; b̂ > (bh ^ bi) = �k ^ �j (4.17)In order to conclude the proof of Sublemma 4.13, recall that we have chosenb so that < ai; bj >= 0, if i > j, thus:�1 = 1< a1; b1 >b1 2This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.28 and the proof of Theorem 1.3.4.2 Proving Lemma 2.32The proof of Lemma 2.32 will be very similar to the previous one. In particular,we will need Lemma 4.11 that we restate to isolate its own hypotheses.Lemma 4.18 Let � be a closed, connected surface equipped with a LagrangianLB. Let b be a (�;LB)-system. Let c be a �-system which generates a Lagrangiantransverse to LB and let x be a �-system dual to c. Assume that x and c areequipped with paths joining them to the basepoint of �. Let (�1; : : : ; �g) be the basis48



of LB de�ned by < cj ; �k >�= �jk for any j; k 2 f1; : : : ; gg. For a (��;LB)-RHHB, we de�ne the ring morphism��1 : �B �! Q[[t]]so that, if u 2 H1(@B), then ��1(exp(u)) = exp(< u; �1 >� t), and we denote:AB def= ��1 � ABThen there exists a number F(LB) such that, for any (��;LB)-RHH B, ifAB is normalized so that AB(ĉ) = jH1(Bc)j+O(2);then @@t 0@AB(ĉ(xkcj ))jH1(Bc)j 1At=0 = �IBb(�1 ^ �k ^ �j) + F(LB)for any (j; k) 2 f1; : : : ; gg2, with the number � de�ned in Property 10. 2We assume that we are under the hypotheses (2.30). So, �, LA, LB, a, b, yand z are �xed, LA \ LB = Qa1, a1 = b1, y1 = �z1. For a (�;LA)-RHH A anda (��;LB)-RHH B, K � AC [ B is the knot whose exterior is A [� B ungluedalong z1 and whose meridian is a parallel of z1 on �.We let A vary among the (�;LA)-RHH and we let B vary among the (��;LB)-RHH. We denote by F(A;LB) any coe�cient which does not depend on the(��;LB)-RHH B (but may depend on A) and we denote by F(B;LA) any coef-�cient which does not depend on the (�;LA)-RHH A.We prove Lemma 2.32 in the following equivalent form:Lemma 4.19 Under the above hypotheses,�(K � AC [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(By)j j < â; b̂ >>1 j =� X(j;k)2f2;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(a1 ^ �j ^ �k) + F(A;LB) + F(B;LA)where �k 2 LB satis�es < aj ; �k >= �jk for any j, for any k > 1.Proof. (Details which can be found in Subsection 4.1 are often omitted.)Again, we �rst express the Alexander series of K in terms of the Alexanderfunctions of A and B. We view the exterior E of K as A [� B unglued alongz1. Thus, E contains both A and B. This provides canonical maps from �A and49



�B to �E that we see as a subset of Q[[z1]]. AA (respectively AB) denotes AA(respectively AB) followed by the previous canonical morphisms. AA and ABtake their values in Q[[z1]]. We normalize them so that:AA(ẑ) = jH1(Az)j+O(2) (4.20)and, AB(ĉ) = jH1(Bc)j+O(2) (4.21)where c is the �-system (z1; a2; a3; : : : ; ag).Consider the collection � of curves of @(A]@B): �i = zi(zBi )�1, for i = 1; : : : ; g;�i+g = aBi a�1i , for i = 2; : : : ; g. E is homeomorphic to (A]@B)�. Thus,�(E) := ��� AA]@B(Vgi=1(zi � zBi ) ^ z1 ^Vgi=2(aBi � ai))@(z1) !and since (exp(z1=2) � exp(�z1=2))D(K) must be symmetric and positive at 0,exp( z12 )� exp(� z12 )jH1(Bc)j D(K) =exp(w)( AA(ẑ) AB(ĉ)jH1(Bc)j � X(j;k)2f2;:::;gg2AA(ẑ(ajzk ))AB(ĉ( zkaj ))jH1(Bc)j+ F(A;LB) +O(3) )where w 2 Qz1 is independent of the (��;LB)-RHH B.Now, recall from De�nition 3.19 that:�(K) = 12 @2@z21 (z1D(K))Therefore�(K) = 12 @2@z21 ��exp(z12 )� exp(�z12 )�D(K)�� jH1(Az)j jH1(Bc)j24and �(K)jH1(Bc)j = 12 @2@z21  exp( z12 )� exp(�z12 )jH1(Bc)j D(K)!+ F(A;LB)(Again, the derivatives with respect of z1 are evaluated at (z1 = 0).)With the chosen normalizations of AA and AB , we get:
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�(K � AC [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(Bc)j =� X(j;k)2f2;:::;gg2 @@z1  AA(ẑ(ajzk ))jH1(Az)j ! @@z1 0@AB(ĉ( zkaj ))jH1(Bc)j 1A+ F(A;LB) + F(B;LA)Applying Property 10 of the Alexander function to compute @@z1 (AA) andLemma 4.18 with x = (�a1; z2; : : : ; zg) and �1 = �a1to compute @@z1 (AB) now yields:�(K � AC [B)jH1(Az)j jH1(Bc)j =� X(j;k)2f2;:::;gg2 IAa(a1 ^ aj ^ ak)IBb(�a1 ^ �k ^ �j) + F(A;LB) + F(B;LA) 2Thus, Lemma 2.32 is true and Theorem 1.11 follows.5 The case of non-connected surfacesDe�nition 5.1 Let M be a connected oriented closed 3-manifold decomposedalong disjoint orientable embedded surfaces into connected pieces Ai which are3-manifolds. (M is the union of the Ai, and for i 6= j, Ai \ Aj is made of con-nected components of @Ai.) We de�ne the gluing graph � of this decompositionas follows: The vertices of � are in one-to-one correspondence with the Ai andthey are labelled with the same symbols while the edges e of � correspond to theconnected surfaces �e of the decomposition: the endpoints of e are Ai and Aj ifand only if �e � Ai \Aj.In this easy and boring section, we generalize the previous formulas to compute�(M) in terms of invariants of the Ai.Remark 5.2. Since M is connected, � is connected. Furthermore, H1(�) injectsinto H1(M). Indeed, let e1, ... e�1(�) be �1(�) edges whose interiors can beremoved from � without disconnecting �. After orienting �, mapping the algebraicintersection with an interior point of ei to the algebraic intersection with �ei fori = 1; � � � ; �1(�); yields the desired injection. In particular, if �1(�) is larger than1, then �(M) is zero because of the interpretation of � for manifolds of rank largerthan 1 (see Proposition 2.9), and, ifM is a rational homology sphere, then � mustbe a tree.We �rst deal with the case where � is a tree.51



5.1 The formula when � is a treeWe �x �, we denote by V = f1; : : : ; vg the set of the vertex indices of �, and byE the set of the edges of �. We identify each edge of E with the non-ordered pairfi; jg of its endpoints.After the introduction of notation and conventions that the reader may guess,the formula will be:Proposition 5.3 For any collection a of systems associated to the decompositionof M ,�(M) = Xj2V jH1(M)jjH1(Aj(a))j�(Aj(a))� Xfi;jg2E jH1(M)jjH1(�ij(a))j�(�ij(a))� 2 Xfi;lg�V T il(a)Now, for the notation. To avoid subscripts of subscripts of..., we sometimesput what should be a subscript inside parentheses (e.g. �(a; b) = �ab).Let fi; jg be an edge of E.Notation 5.4 We denote by �ij the surface corresponding to fi; jg oriented aspart of @Ai. Cutting M along �ij splits M into two parts. We denote by Mj[ithe closure of the part containing Ai and by Mi[j the other. We denote by Lij theLagrangian of Mi[j. Note thatLij = Ker H1(�ij) i��! H1(Aj ;Q)�k2S(j)nfigi�(Ljk)!where, for j 2 V , S(j) def= fkjk 6= j; Ak \Aj 6= ;gWe equip each edge fi; jg of � with a (�ij ;Lij)-system aij , and a (�ji;Lji)-system aji. We use this collection a of systems to transform the pieces of thedecomposition into closed 3-manifolds.Notation 5.5 �ij(a) def= �ij(aji; aij)Aj(a) def= Aj [@Aj 0@ ak2S(j)�kj(ajk)1A(The a in the notation reminds of the dependence on the choices of the systemsaij.) For an edge fi; jg of �, Iij(Aj ; a) is de�ned on V3(Lij) as follows:Iij(Aj ; a) = I((Aj(a) n �ij(aji)) ; aij)
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Remark 5.6. Even if jH1(Aj(a))j = 0, the ratio jH1(M)jjH1(Aj(a))j makes sense in acanonical way.Indeed, if zij denotes a �ij-system geometrically dual to aij , for any aij, thenthe following equality always holds:jH1(M)j = jH1(Aj(a))j Yi2S(j) jH1(Mj[i(zji))j(see Lemma 2.1). Thus, we setjH1(M)jjH1(Aj(a))j def= Yi2S(j) jH1(Mj[i(zji))jin any case. Similarly, in any case,jH1(M)jjH1(�ij(a))j def= jH1(Mj[i(zji))j jH1(Mi[j(zij))jLet fi; lg � V . We de�ne T il(a).Notation 5.7 We denote by [i; l] the image of an injective path that joins i andl in �. Let j be the unique element of S(i) \ [i; l] and let k be the unique elementof S(l) \ [i; l]. We are about to pair Iji(Ai; a) and Ikl(Al; a).Let til : Lij �! Lkl be de�ned as follows. Let Mil def= Mi[j \Ml[k.� If L(Mil) \ Lkl 6= f0g, then til = 0.� Otherwise, for x 2 Lij, til(x) is the unique element of Lkl such that til(x)�x = 0 in H1(Mil;Q).If fi; lg is an edge, then Mil = �il and til = Id. (til may be thought of as anabbreviation for tij;kl.)T il(a) def= jH1(M)jjH1(�ij(a))j sign�(i;j)(âji; âij) < âji\Iji(Ai; a); âij\(Ikl(Al; a)� 3̂ til) >�(i;j)Note the natural behaviour of the til under composition of cobordisms:Lemma 5.8 If � is the graph �4 in Figure 6, thenjH1(M)jjH1(A1(a))j t14 = jH1(M)jjH1(A1(a))j t24 � t13
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Figure 6: �4The proof is immediate. 2The following lemma (which can also be proved directly) will be obvious in amoment.Lemma 5.9 For any fi; lg � V , T il(a) = T li(a).(Note only that it is already obvious if fi; lg is an edge.)Of course, Proposition 5.3 is true if v = 1. If v = 2, it is nothing but Theo-rem 1.11. Let us now prove it for v = 3. We may assume that � is the graph �3in Figure 7. Figure 7: �3In this case, it su�ces to apply Theorem 1.11 to compute �(M) from A1 and(A2 [�(2;3) A3), �rst, and �((A2 [�(2;3) A3)a(2;1)) from A2 and A3, next, and touse the following easy lemma (left to the reader).Lemma 5.10jH1(M)jjH1(A1(a))j I((A2[�(2;3)A3); a12) = jH1(M)jjH1(A1(a))j  I12(A2; a) + I23(A3; a) � 3̂ t13!This gives rise to the formula of Proposition 5.3 with the number T 13(a)associated to the edge f1; 3g. Exchanging the roles of 1 and 3 in the processyields the same formula with T 31(a) instead of T 13(a). This proves:T 31(a) = T 13(a)and this is enough to prove Lemma 5.9 in general.Now, the formula of Proposition 5.3 actually makes sense and it su�ces toprove it by induction on v using Lemma 5.8. This is left to the reader. 2Remark 5.11. For the Casson-Walker invariant, the formula simply reads:�(M) = Xj2V �(Aj(a))� Xfi;jg2E �(�ij(a))� 2 Xfi;lg�V T il(a)jH1(M)j
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where T il(a)jH1(M)j = < âji \ Iji(Ai; a); âij \ (Ikl(Al; a) � V3 til) >�(i;j)< âji; âij >�(i;j)As a conclusion, if M is a rational homology sphere, to compute �(M) theonly things that we need to know about an Aj are �(Aj(a)), the Iij(Aj ; a), fori 2 S(j), and the transfer morphisms tik, for fi; kg � S(j), (these are given byLAj ), for a collection a of systems associated to the decomposition of M .5.2 The formula when � is a simple cycleIn this case, M may be written asM = A�+ � ��where A is a 3-manifold with boundary @A = �+ [ ��� where �+ and �� areidenti�ed with a genus g surface � via the (orientation-preserving) homeomor-phisms �+ and ��. �+ �+ � � ���! ��The homogeneous formula below expresses �(M) in terms of LA (� H1(@A;Q))and jH1(Ac)j for a @A-system c transverse to LA (that is the union of a �+-system and a ��-system which generate a vector space transverse to LA insideH1(@A;Q)).Proposition 5.12 Under the hypotheses above, let � = (�1; : : : ; �2g) be a basisof LA, let � = (�1; : : : ; �2g) be a basis of H1(�;Z) and let bi def= (�� � �+)(�i) bethe corresponding basis of LB def= (�� � �+)(H1(�;Q)). Then�(M) =jH1(Ac)jj < �̂; ĉ >@A jsign@A(�̂; b̂) " @2@t2!t=1 < �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@A2 � < �̂; b̂ >@A12 #where the intersection form on @A is linearly extended over V2(H1(@A;Q) 
QQ[t1=2; t�1=2]), the hats have their usual signi�cation (e.g. �̂ = �1 ^ � � � ^ �2g),and sign@A(�̂; b̂) = �1 is de�ned so that:1. sign@A(�̂; b̂)(�̂ 
 b̂) 2 V2g LA 
Q V2g LB is independent of the bases � and� up to a multiplication by a positive number.
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2. If �i = bi, for i = 1; : : : d = dim(LA \ LB), thensign@A(�̂; b̂) = sign(< �̂; b̂ >@A;>d)(< �̂; b̂ >@A;>ddef= det([< �i; bj >@A]i;j=d+1;:::;2g) )Proof. First note that the proposition is true if jH1(Ac)j = 0. Indeed, in thiscase, there exists a closed surface, say S, in A such that the homology classes ofS and �+ are independent in H2(A). Thus, since S and �+ do not algebraicallyintersect, �(M) = 0.Hypotheses 5.13 From now on, we assume that jH1(Ac)j 6= f0g. Without loss,we assume that � and b satisfy �i = bi, for i = 1; : : : ; d = dim(LA \ LB). Fori = 1; : : : ; d, we denote by Ai the class in H2(M) of a rational 2-chain of A withboundary �i.The proposition will be proved once we have proved the two following lemmas:Lemma 5.14 Under the hypotheses of 5.13,�(M) = jH1(Ac)jj < �̂; ĉ >@A j j < �̂; b̂ >>d j qM ([�+] ^A1 ^ � � � ^Ad)where qM is described in De�nition 2.8.Lemma 5.15 Under the hypotheses of 5.13,< �̂; b̂ >>d qM([�+] ^A1 ^ � � � ^Ad) = @2@t2!t=1 < �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@A2 � < �̂; b̂ >@A12Proof of Lemma 5.14. In order to use our previous work on connected surfaces,we remove the interior of the tubular neighborhood T of a path connecting �+and �� from A to transform A into �A with @ �A = �+] � ��. See Figure 8.(H1( �A;Q) = H1(A;Q) and L �A = LA.)We assume that (�+)�1(@T \�+) and (��)�1(@T \��) are equal to the samedisk D of � so that the image of T in M is an embedded solid torus. Let k be ameridian of T inside �A. Equip it with its preferred parallel �(k) (which boundsin �A n k, and which may be supposed to lie on @ �A). Let Â denote the manifoldobtained from �A by surgery on (k; �(k)). Observe that:Â = A�+(D) � ��(D)Thus, setting B def= (� nD)� I56



Figure 8: Local slices of A, �A, Â and Mwe may see M as M = Â [@B Bwhere � nD � f0g, � nD � f1g are naturally identi�ed with �+(� nD) and��(� nD), respectively.Note that the Lagrangian of B is actually LB = (�� � �+)(H1(�;Q)). Thisallows us to use Lemma 2.14 to conclude the proof of the lemma. 2Lemma 5.16 Lemma 5.15 is true when d = 0.Proof. It su�ces to prove the following equality (using the notation of De�ni-tion 2.8): ~�(M) = < �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@A< �̂; b̂ >Applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to compute the homology of the maximalabelian covering of M (decomposed as the union of the trivial coverings of aneighborhood of �+ and M minus a smaller neighborhood of �+) proves thisequality up to units of Q[t�1=2]. Thus, it su�ces to verify the symmetry of theright-hand side of the equality.To do this, it su�ces to �nd a basis � of H1(�;Z) and a basis � of LA suchthat < �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@Ais symmetric. Let us show such bases which make the symmetry clear. For �, wetake a symplectic basis ordered in the following way (to simplify notation):< �j; �2g+1�k >�= ( �jk if j � g��jk if j > gNow, let � be the basis of LA de�ned by:< �j; b2g+1�k >@A= ( ��jk if j � g�jk if j > gLet y be a curve of �. In H1(A;Q) �= H1(@A;Q)LA , we have:��(y) = gXi=1� < �i; ��(y) >@A b2g+1�i + 2gXi=g+1 < �i; ��(y) >@A b2g+1�i
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Figure 9: M n �i for i � gLet ��(y) also denote ��(y) pushed insideA. With this notation, since b2g+1�imay be viewed as a meridian of ��i in M (see Figure 9), we have:lkM (��(y); �j) =< �j ; ��(y) >@ASimilarly, lkM (�+(y); �j) =< �j ; �+(y) >@AThus, < �j ; ��(�i) >@A = lkM (��(�i); �j)= lkM (�i; �+(�j))= < �i; �+(�j) >@AThis proves the symmetry and concludes the proof of the lemma. 2In the other cases, the equation of Lemma 5.15 becomes:< �̂; b̂ >>d qM([�+] ^A1 ^ � � � ^Ad) = @2@t2!t=1 < �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@A2Lemma 5.17 Lemma 5.15 is true when d = 1.Proof. According to the hypotheses (5.13), (�� � �+)(�1) = b1 = �1 belongs toLA. In particular, for any i, < �i; �+(�1) >@A=< �i; ��(�1) >@A.Thus, if �+(�1) 2 LA, the right-hand side of the equality of Lemma 5.15 iszero; since �+(�1) bounds in A (rationally), its linking number with its parallelalong �+ is also zero and the conclusion is easy.So, we may assume that �+(�1) =2 LA and that, for any i, < �i; �+(�1) >�+=�i2. We may also assume that < �1; �i >�= �i2. We do. Thus,< �1; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�j) >@A=< (�� � �+)(�1); (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�j) >@A= �(t1=2 � t�1=2)�j2and < �i; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�1) >@A= (t1=2 � t�1=2)�i2Hence, we have: < �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@A=(t1=2 � t�1=2)2 < �̂; b̂ >>2 +O((t� 1)3)58



We are left with the proof that:qM([�+] ^A1) = < �̂; b̂ >>2< �̂; b̂ >>1(�qM ([�+] ^A1)) is the linking number of �+(�1) with its parallel on �+. Since�+(�1) is zero in H1(M ;Q), �+(�1) may be written as a combination of the bi,i � 2, and of the �j in H1(@A;Q); and its linking number with its given parallelis the opposite of its b2-coordinate. Thus,qM([�+] ^A1) = < �̂; b̂(�+(�1)b2 ) >>1< �̂; b̂ >>1 = < �̂; b̂ >>2< �̂; b̂ >>1 2Lemma 5.18 Lemma 5.15 is true when d = 2.Proof. In this case, qM ([�+] ^A1 ^A2) =< �1; �2 >2�. On the other hand, if i orj 2 f1; 2g,< �i; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�j) >@A= (t1=2 � t�1=2) < �i; �+(�j) >@AThus, dividing the �rst two columns in the matrix< �i; (t1=2���t�1=2�+)(�j) >@Aby (t1=2 � t�1=2) shows that:< �̂; (t1=2�� � t�1=2�+)(�̂) >@A=(t1=2 � t�1=2)2 < �1; �2 >2�< �̂; b̂ >>2 + O((t� 1)3) 2Lemma 5.19 Lemma 5.15 is true when d > 2.Proof. Here, we may factorize (t1=2� t�1=2)3 in the underlying determinant of theright-hand side of the equation of Lemma 5.15. Thus, this right-hand side is zero.2This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.15 and therefore the proof of Proposi-tion 5.12. 2
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